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South India Hotels & Restaurants Association (SIHRA), a 63 year old preeminent trade 
association for the hospitality industry in southern India comprising the states of Andhra 

Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and the Union Territory of Puducherry, SIHRA has 
large hotel and restaurant members base covering the smallest stand-alone restaurants to the 
largest 5-star deluxe hotels.

SIHRA constitutes the southern region of the all India apex hospitality trade association – 
Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Associations of India (FHRAI) which presently has a pan 
India membership of around 4,000 members.

The main objective of SIHRA is to encourage, promote and protect the interest of its 
member establishments. It has been rendering professional advice and assistance from time 
to time to all its members on topics of vital importance.

SIHRA takes up the causes of its members with the various state governments as well as 
with other bodies and acts as the official spokesman for the Hospitality Industry. It also 
acts as advisory body to the state governments in south India towards formulating their 
respective tourism policies.

SIHRA regularly conducts professional development programmes and workshops 
to further enhance the existing professional knowledge and productivity skills of staff of 
member establishments to enable them to keep pace with the rapid developments in the 
hospitality industry worldwide.

SIHRA’s Executive Committee consists of President of Honour, President, four Vice 
Presidents, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer and thirteen Executive Committee 
Members. Except for the President of Honour, all other office bearers are elected annually. 
One-third retire by rotation and are eligible for re-election.

South India Hotels & Restaurants Association

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
THE SOUTH INDIA HOTELS & RESTAURANTS ASSOCIATION

M-1 'Prince Centre', 709-710,Anna Salai, Chennai-600 006.
Tel : 91-44- 28297511,91-44-28297512 TeleFax : 91-44- 28297510

Email : admin@sihra.in 
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Sumit Jha
sumit.jha@saffronsynergies.in

New Government, New Hope
And Some Thought Provoking Words

The new government at the centre seems to have given a fresh lease of life for people 
associated with tourism and hospitality industry across the country. Today, at the Centre, 

this segment ranks high and is being looked at as one of the leading areas for increasing revenue 
generation and at the same time increasing employment opportunities for the country, not to 
forget revive Brand India. The new government wants to focus on the strengths of 5 Ts - Talent, 
Tourism, Trade, Tradition and Technology to revive Brand India. This thought process of the 
government has given members of the tourism and hospitality segment a lot of Hope. In this 
issue we take a look at some of the expectations that hoteliers from the south have from the 
new government.

 The thoughts of the new government already seem to be starting its conversion into 
action. The new government has announced that infrastructure development of rail, port and 
highways will be given priority and 50 thematic tourist circuits will be developed. The Prime 
Minister on his first international visit to the neighbouring Bhutan has already advocated the 
formation of a tourism circuit connecting the North Eastern states of India and Bhutan. The 
PM, Narendra Modi, has highlighted the significance of travel and tourism in today's global 
scenario by stating that "terrorism divides, tourism unites" people. In line with the vision of 
the PM, the Ministry of Tourism has plans to undertake massive image-building exercise in 
international markets to make India a preferred destination in the region for foreign travelers. 
Interestingly, the Ministries of Tourism & Culture have been instructed by the new Tourism 
Minister Shripad Yesso Naik to identify areas of convergence.

 In this issue we highlight the importance of safety and security in our hotels and present 
the viewpoints of specialists in the field both from within the industry and suppliers to the 
industry to understand if hoteliers are turning a blind eye towards safety and security concerns. 
We also present a roundup of the city of Bengaluru, which has seen unprecedented growth in 
hotel development in the last few years, to understand the development matrix. In our special 
feature on Gen Y, we try to understand why Gen Y is most often misconstrued as a problematic 
generation. We also take a look at one of the oldest hotels of Madurai - Pandyan Hotel and one 
of the leading and fastest growing chain in the South - Adayar Ananda Bhavan. I hope you 
find the contents of this issue interesting and informative. We welcome your comments and 
suggestions and look forward to hearing from you.

SUMIT JHA
Editor's Desk
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AVERAGE occupancy in key hospitality 
markets of Delhi, Mumbai, 

Bengaluru, Chennai and Kolkata is likely 
to slide five to seven per cent in 2014, a 
Cushman and Wakefield report said, even 
as hoteliers look up to the new government 
to kick start revival stated a recent report.

According to the report, ‘Hospital-
ity Almanac – 2014’, several delayed hotel 
projects will become operational this year, 
adding to the supply and putting pressure 
on occupancy and hotel rates. Hospitality 
Almanac gives an outlook of the industry’s 
performance in the South Asia region.

“Delhi, Goa and most of the Tier II cit-
ies will see hotels thus far delayed coming 
online. The impact of these hotels will 
have a short-medium term decrease in key 
performance indicators (KPI) for these 
markets,” said PR Srinivas, Director of 
Hospitality Services, India, Cushman & 
Wakefield.

While the average occupancy rate (AOR) 
for Mumbai and Bengaluru is expected 
to drop by five percentage points and six 
percentage points respectively, the average 

daily rate (ADR) in the National Capital 
Region is seen improving to Rs 7,568 from 
Rs 7,420 a year ago.

According to the report, about 7,200 

keys were added to the existing branded 
supply between 2012 and 2013. In Tier I 
cities, mid-scale hotels are expected to see 
a 35 per cent increase in new keys, followed 
by upscale hotels at 17 per cent.

“Hotels at the top-end (luxury, upper 
upscale or upscale) are capital-intensive 
and also require locations that are pre-
mium — these have been in short supply 
in the recent past,” Srinivas said.

“Another contributory factor has been 
the development of top-end hotels since 
2009, which are still to enter the market in 
Q1. Thus, most development has tended to 
be around the midscale level.” he added. 
Even leisure destinations like Agra, Vara-
nasi, Goa and Jaipur are expected to see a 
five to six per cent dip in occupancy due to 
over-supply, according to the report.

With rising corporate interest in Tier 
II cities, several hospitality players have 
started developing hotels at the lower end 
of the spectrum (budget, economy and 
midscale). This category already has over 
13,600 keys and another 5,600 are in the 
pipeline. 

Hotel occupancy in key markets may fall by 
5-7%: Cushman & Wakefield Report

While the average occupancy 
rate (AOR) for Mumbai and 
Bengaluru is expected to drop 

by five percentage points and six 
percentage points respectively, the 
average daily rate (ADR) in the 
National Capital Region is seen 
improving to Rs 7,568 from Rs 

7,420 a year ago.

In accordance with the tie up that National Council of Hotel 
Management & Catering Technology (NCHMCT) entered into 

with Switzerland-based Ecole Hoteliere Lausanne (EHL) last 
year, first batch of National Council faculties, comprising 12 
people, will undergo faculty development programme from next 
month. National Council has identified 72 faculties from differ-
ent institutes in India for the programme who will undergo train-
ing programme in six batches comprising 12 faculties in each 
batch over a two-year period. According to a senior official of 
the National Council, the first level consisting of five days of 
training will be organised in India and for the second level these 
select faculties will travel to Lausanne.

“The agreement with EHL is for a period of three years, and 
the entire process will be completed over a period of three 

years,” the official said. Simultaneously, six selected Principals 
of National Council affiliated IHM’s would also undergo training 
in Switzerland. The first batch of three Principals will go to Swit-
zerland for training on July 1. “They will come back and ensure 
that the various programmes are implemented properly,” the 
official said.

Commenting on the initiatives to improve the Institute of Hotel 
Management (IHM) curriculum with the support of EHL, the 
official said that a team of EHL officials visited both Delhi and 
Mumbai institutes to understand the current curriculum being 
followed and submitted a report to the National Council. He 
said that steps to upgrade and revamp the curriculum based on 
the recommendations is underway and would take time.

The broad parameters of the agreement comprise review of 
the existing curriculum, identifying knowledge and skill gaps 
specific to the requirement of the market and recommend new 
inputs; assist on faculty development on the new inputs in-
cluding inculcating global standards of academic delivery and 
more.  

NCHMCT to commence faculty 
development programme with 
EHL Switzerland from July
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Captain C P Krishnan Nair, Chairman Emeritus, Leela Group of Hotels, was synonymous with 
Hospitality Industry. His passing away is a great loss not only to the Industry but to me personally.

I take pride in the fact that I knew Captain Krishnan Nair well for nearly five decades. In fact both of us 
hailed from the same place, Kannur, where we were next door neighbours. He was a charming host with a 
large heart besides being an inspiring companion. We used to travel together to attend PATA Conventions 
in various places like Tokyo, Melbourne, Sydney, etc., to stay together in the same hotel and during free time 
used talk, discuss and debate on various subjects in an atmosphere of camaraderie. The true facet of this 
friendship was Captain Krishnan Nair used to regard me as a brother.

He personified determination and courage in the face of adversity, perhaps a trait he honed during his life 
in uniform. He was a great patriot having served in the Indian Army and also under Netaji Subhas Chandra 
Bose. 

He was the founder of the fabric brands – Leela Lace and Bleeding Madras, which were patronized by the 
westerners. As the founder and the head of Leela Group of Hotels he lived a life of true Captaincy, adding 
luster to the rank earned while in Uniform. His leadership, acumen, entrepreneurship saw him helming 
one of the biggest chains in the Hospitality Industry and his immense contribution in making Leela a well 
known brand in India and outside needs no elaboration. 

It was therefore befitting that in recognition of his immense and invaluable contribution to the Hospitality 
Sector and also as a true Indian, the Government of India bestowed on him with the honour of Padma 
Bhushan. 

I am confident his heirs Vivek and Dinesh will carry the torch to further heights and fulfill the mission and 
vision of their father, in making Leela one of the largest and preferred Hotel chains in India and abroad. 

Tribute to Late Capt. Krishnan Nair 

by  M. P. Purushothaman, President of Honour, 
South India Hotels & Restaurants Association
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The Hospitality 
India Summit 2014 
to address pivotal 
industry challenges
The Hospitality India Summit, scheduled 

to be held on 22-23 August 2014, in 
Bengaluru will feature panel discussions on 
the challenges in the Indian hotel sector with 
regards to meeting the modern traveller. 
Great emphasis will be given on the dynam-
ics of the Indian hotel industry, the global 
hospitality players and managing the image 
for creating brand loyalty. Special insight will 
be thrown on the pivotal role of the Govern-
ment of India in licensing policies, acquisi-
tion of land - its issues and challenges, said 
a press release. The summit is supported by 
the South India Hotels & Restaurants Asso-
ciation (SIHRA).

P.K. Mohankumar, Managing Director 
and CEO of Roots Corporation Limited will 
be speaking on the 360 degrees overview 
of the hotel industry and will address the 
challenges faced in procurement of a unit, 
budgets & the challenges in planning and 
contract management & debt equities and 
manpower management. 

Prashanth Aroor, CEO of IntelliStay Hotels 
Private Limited will address the concerns of 
return on investment (ROI) and other fac-
tors that affect the hotel sector. He will be 
talking on major issues of business retention 
which is a challenge for this sector, business 
restructuring and remodeling strategies and 
breaking the clutter using innovation com-
munication strategy. 

Participants will get a comprehensive 
understanding of hospitality education in 
India. Additionally, the summit will feature 
ground breaking new project presentations 
on securing payments for the Indian hospi-
tality sector, the rapid trend of partnering 
with Indian business units, overview of the 
sector with regards to foreign direct invest-
ment, smooth flow of operations through 
information technology and the role of 
information technology (IT) in the Indian 
hotel industry. 

Karnataka Tourism Forum to conduct 
maiden Karnataka International 
Travel Expo in June 2015

THE Karnataka Tourism Forum 
(KTF) will organise the first edition 

of the Karnataka International Travel 
Expo (KITE) in Bengaluru in June 2015. 
It will be a by-invitation-only event, and 
the attendees can choose one-on-one 
appointments from a select community 
of suppliers. KTF will also introduce 
Karnataka International Tourism 
Awards in the city in October this year.

C B Ramkumar, President, KTF, said, 
“KITE will be an international event 
where we will have a fixed number of 
hosted buyers who will be able to have 
an exclusive interaction with suppliers at 
pre-decided time slots. It will be a very 
systematic and planned event wherein 
we will aim at showcasing Karnataka to 
the world.”

“Our main focus is on the domestic 
market as it occupies 75 per cent share 
in the tourism to the state. Internation-
ally we will be tapping our major source 
markets of Europe, Germany, France, UK 
and the US. At KITE, we will be focusing 
on different destinations and recognise 

the attractions that will determine the 
needs of tourism,” he added.

KTF recently organised their first 
roadshow in Mumbai with a delegation 
of 40 suppliers. The turnout for the road-
show was very good with an attendance 
of 330 buyers. The roadshow was the 
first B2B event for 2014, which will be 
followed by another roadshow in Delhi 
in September this year. KTF had con-
ducted roadshows in major cities like 
Ahmedabad, Surat, Baroda, Chennai 
and Pune in 2012-13.

KTF is a non-profit trade body vol-
untarily run by professionals from the 
travel trade to boost tourism to Karna-
taka. They organise various events and 
activities across the country to showcase 
the best of the destination. Ramkumar 
said, “We are very selective about what 
we do. Our aim is to promote Karnataka 
as a whole and all our efforts are directed 
towards the same cause. Through our 
events, we are focusing on ensuring that 
people do business and Karnataka makes 
it big on the tourism map.”  
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PRANAB Kumar Mukherjee, President of 
India, in his address to the first session 

of the 16th Lok Sabha underscored the new 
government’s commitment to take India’s 
growth story forward by implementing 
economic development through good gover-
nance. As part of the agenda of fully realis-
ing the ‘soft-power’ potential of India, the 
President said that the new government will 
strive to “integrate it into our external inter-
change, with particular emphasis on our rich 
spiritual, cultural and philosophical heritage”. 
“The government,” he said, “will revive Brand 
India riding on our strengths of 5 Ts—Talent, 
Tourism, Trade, Tradition and Technology.”

The new government’s agenda for tourism 
was highlighted by the President in his maid-
en speech for the 16th Lok Sabha. “India has 
a vast untapped potential for tourism, which 
can play a special role in our socio-economic 
progress. The government will initiate a 
mission-mode project to create 50 tourist 
circuits that are built around specific themes. 
With a view to encouraging Pilgrimage Tour-
ism, a National Mission for beautifying and 
improving the amenities and infrastructure 
at pilgrimage centres of all faiths will be 
launched,” he said.

Mukherjee said that lack of ‘robust infra-
structure’ is a major impediment for the 
country’s growth, and therefore, the new 
government will “chalk out an ambitious 
infrastructure development programme” 
over the next ten years. 

“A fast-track, investment-friendly and 
predictable PPP (Public-Private Partnership) 
mechanism will be put in place. Modernisa-
tion and revamping of railways is on top of 
the infrastructure agenda. My government 
will launch a Diamond Quadrilateral project 
of high-speed trains…Expansion of railways 
in hilly states and North-East region and 
modernisation of rail safety systems will 
be prime focus areas. We will encourage 
R&D and high-level local manufacturing 
for railway systems. A fast, time-bound and 
well-monitored programme for execution 

of the National Highways programme will 
be initiated to overcome the stagnancy of 
the past few years. Low-cost airports will 
be developed to promote air connectivity to 
smaller towns. The government will evolve 
a model of port-led development. Our long 
coastline will become the gateway for India’s 
prosperity. My government will facilitate 
modernisation of existing ports on one hand, 
and development of new world-class ports on 
the other. Stringing together the Sagar Mala 
project, we will connect the ports with the 
hinterland through road and rail. Inland and 
coastal waterways will be developed as major 
transport routes,” the President said.

Mukherjee said that the new government 
will approach the growing urbanisation as an 
opportunity than a challenge, and will devel-
op “100 cities focused on specialised domains 
and equipped with world-class amenities”.

Announc-
ing the new 
government’s 
environmental agenda, the President said 
that “conservation and development” would 
go hand in hand. “To achieve this, environ-
ment and forest clearance systems will be 
made more predictable, transparent and 
time-bound. Simultaneously, an effective 
system will be developed for sound appraisal 
processes and strict compliance of clear-
ance conditions, especially those relating to 
rehabilitation of displaced communities and 
regeneration of forests. Cleaner fuels will be 
promoted to bring down pollution levels in 
our cities. The government will earnestly take 
up mitigation works to meet the challenges 
posed by climate change and will closely work 
with the global community in this regard,” the 
President said.   

President underscores new government’s 
commitment to revive ‘Brand India’ based on 5 Ts

PM advocates tourism circuit 
connecting North East and Bhutan
Narendra Modi, Prime Minister (PM) of India, has advocated 

a “holistic” approach for tourism and cultural exchanges 
between India and Bhutan. In his recently concluded visit to 
the Himalayan nation, which is his first ever visit to a foreign 
country as Prime Minister, Modi urged to work together to form 
a tourism circuit connecting the North Eastern states of India 
and Bhutan. The Prime Minister was addressing the joint house of the Bhutan Par-
liament in Thimphu. Highlighting the significance of travel and tourism in today’s 
global scenario, Modi said that while “terrorism divides, tourism unites” people. 
Talking about Bhutan as a tourist destination, Modi said that the country’s natural 
beauty has the potential to attract tourists the world over.

The Himalayas unite India and Bhutan, rather than separate the two countries, 
Modi stated. The mountain ranges are part of the two countries’ common heritage, 
he added. However, the need of the hour is to study the various aspects of the 
Himalayas, Modi noted. India has already set up a National Action Plan for Climate 
Change, and a National Mission for sustaining the Himalayan System could be 
considered, he suggested. Modi said that establishing a Central University for Hi-
malayan Studies would benefit both India and Bhutan. 

The Prime Minister mentioned that the Indo-Bhutan relationship was not based 
on only administrative ties. Both countries have seen transition of power, but the 
relationship has remained strong. This is because the relationship is based on a 
shared cultural heritage, he opined. Modi said the heritage that the Indo-Bhutan 
relationship represents would be nurtured by future generations. 

PRANAB KUMAR MUKHERJEE, 
President of India

NARENDRA MODI,  
Prime Minister

50 thematic tourist circuits to be developed; rail, port & highway infrastructure to get priority
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AS part of rebuilding the image of India 
which was tarnished in the interim 

because of negative publicity generated by 
reports of repeated sexual assaults on female 
tourists, the Union Ministry of Tourism 
(MoT) will soon unleash major Public Rela-
tion (PR) exercise in international markets. 
The exercise is aimed at creating a positive 
image about the nation, thereby reassuring 
international travellers that India is a safe 
travel destination. This was informed by 
Shripad Yesso Naik, Minister for Culture & 
Tourism, Government of India, during an 
interaction with tour operators, organised 
by the Indian Association of Tour Operators 
(IATO), in Delhi recently. “It is time we scaled 
up operations in the international market,” 
the Minister said. Acknowledging the con-
cerns of the travel and tourism industry on 
issues related with safety and security, Naik 
said that the government will soon come out 
with “the PR strategy” for rebuilding and 
reviving the image of the country in the for-
eign markets. MoT proposes a “two-pronged 
strategy” to tackle the issue, and will soon 
convene a meeting of state Tourism Minis-
ters to elicit their support in implementing 
foolproof safety and security measures for 
tourists. The PR exercise will be organised in 
conjunction with Experience India Society 
and conducted in four key cities—Berlin, 
London, New York and Tokyo.

Spelling out the priorities, Naik said that 
removing the bottlenecks in the industry is 
a priority for the government. He wished 
the Electronic Travel Authorisation (ETA) 
announced some months ago “becomes 
operational” at the earliest, so that the 
country would be “able to tap even the last 
minute travellers”. He also acknowledged 
the issues connected with “seamless travel” 
at state borders. “I will make sincere efforts 
to resolve the issue in consultation with the 
surface Transport Ministry,” he said. 

Acknowledging the issue of Service Tax on 

foreign exchange earnings of inbound tour 
operators, Naik assured its redressal in con-
sultation with Finance Ministry. The Minister 
sought support of the private industry in 
“achieving the long-term goals” set by the 
government for tourism in the country. “We 
have identified tourism as a key sector for 
socio-economic progress. It is important the 
government and the private sector are in the 
same tangent to achieve targets set,” he said.

Subhash Goyal, President, IATO, urged 
the new government to implement ETA 
before the upcoming tourist season. He 
expressed faith that Inbound Tourism can 
grow at least 50 per cent by implementing 
ETA. He also requested the Minister to 
address the “discriminatory” Service Tax 
regime on tour operators.    

MoT to undertake massive image-building 
exercise in international markets

Ministries of Tourism & 
Culture to identify areas 
of convergence
Shripad Yesso Naik, Minister for Culture and Tour-

ism (Independent Charge), Government of India, 
recently chaired a meeting of the senior officers of the 
Tourism and Culture Ministries in New Delhi, to discuss 
the possible areas of convergence. Addressing the meeting, the Minister said, 
coordination issues in existing projects should be sorted out and both ministries 
should take up new projects in which they can converge, as per a release. Naik 
directed officials of both departments to highlight areas of convergence while 
making a presentation before Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The Minister specifi-
cally mentioned festivals, road shows, projects related to archaeological monu-
ments and heritage sites, Clean India campaign and publicity, and image-building 
and building brand India, as areas of convergence.

During the meeting, it has been decided that the Ministry of Culture will con-
clude MoUs with Ministry of Tourism (MoT) and various state governments for 
improvement of visitor amenities at monuments and heritage sites. The MoT 
will publicise festivals and supply publicity material to Indian Missions abroad, 
and tour operators will be allowed to set up counters at festival venues. Both 
ministries will collaborate for food festivals and coordinate with Indian Council 
for Culture Relations. The Decennial Exposition of St. Francis Xavier, Goa in 
November 2014, will be publicised in India along with Lusophone countries 
and in target countries like Russia, England and Israel. The two ministries will 
develop a common calendar for road shows and festivals of India. 
The admission fees of Archaeological Survey of India (ASI)-protected monu-
ments will be revised by the Ministry of Culture and rates charged for film 
shooting will be reviewed from time to time in consultation with MoT. Also, 
signages in various monuments will be prepared by ASI after consultation with 
MoT. The ‘Clean India’ campaign will be implemented in monuments under ASI 
in a phased manner, among other initiatives.

SHRIPAD YESSO NAIK,  
Minister for Culture and 

Tourism (Independent Charge), 
Government of India

The target is to make India a preferred destination in the region for foreign travellers: Tourism Minister
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CHHATTISGARH Tourism Board, 
under the aegis of the state 

government, has come up with future 
tourism plans that will help establish the 
state as India’s biggest Ecotourism hub. The 
Board’s focus is to increase tourist footfall 
from 1.5 million in 2012 to nearly three 
million by 2015, said Santosh K Misra, 
Managing Director, Chhattisgarh Tourism 
Board.

The State Tour-
ism Board has 
received Rs 113.5 
crore project 
prioritisation from the Ministry of Tour-
ism (MoT), Government of India, as per 
a release. The project aims to showcase 
Gangrel Dam, the largest water body in 
Chhattisgarh, as a mega destination; pro-
mote Sirpur- Kodar-Raipur-Tandula as 
a Ecotourism circuit; create convention 
centres, develop niche segments of Camp-
ing and Caravan Tourism at important 
destinations; develop wayside amenities; 
organise light and sound shows at the 
sixth century archaeological site of Sirpur 
and at Bhoramdeo, popularly known as 
Khajuraho of Chhattisgarh; and focus 
on Rural Tourism and promote fairs and 
festivals.

Misra said, “Our aim is to develop 
Chhattisgarh as India’s biggest Ecotourism 
hub. Thus enhanced tourism by ways of 
earmarked plans will enable us develop 
tourism in the state in a never-seen-before 
magnitude. With our future venture, we 
seek to see greater participation of the local 

community. By strengthening tourism 
through organised and responsible deci-
sions, our aim is to empower the region 
and showcase it in a positive light to the 
world.”

The Chhattisgarh Tourism Board aims 
to frame a plan focused on the infrastruc-
ture of the state that will nurture the fragile 
eco-system, the release adds. The state 

plans substantial Eco-
tourism circuits that 
will help the Board in 
strategic development, 
and also facilitate 

preservation of the environment. These 
policies will encourage participation of 
local communities in conserving the cul-
tural heritage, while contributing to the 
wildlife and religious circuits that will be 
interconnected in order to create a loop of 
geographical circuits.

Ajay Chandrakar, Minister for Tourism 
and Culture, Government of Chhattis-
garh, said, “Chhattisgarh is a vibrant state, 
which now looks forward to developing 
tourism as one of its assets. Based on qual-
ity plans and forward-looking measures, 
our aim is to take Chhattisgarh tourism 
to millions of national and international 
tourists. We have already been conferred 
with the National Tourism Award 2012-
13 for the publication of best tourism 
literature, which we seek to make a com-
mon achievement every year by creating 
more tourism-oriented schemes. We aim 
to establish Chhattisgarh as the top tourist 
destination in the country.”   

Goa Cabinet 
approves Investment 
Policy; plans to 
promote tourism

THE Goa Cabinet has approved the 
state Investment Policy that expects 

to generate 50,000 jobs and attract an 
investment of Rs 25,000 crore in the next 
five years, as per a PTI repot. The Policy, 
which was formulated by a task force 
comprising industry stakeholders and 
experts, will replace the decade-old Goa 
Industrial Policy, said Manohar Parrikar, 
Chief Minister, Government of Goa. It 
plans to promote tourism, information 
technology and health-related industries, 
which are non-polluting sectors, he said. 
"An Investment Promotion Board will 
also be formed and government will issue 
Ordinance for that in next two-three 
weeks," Parrikar informed.

"The Investment Promotion Board will 
be a fully empowered statutory body, 
headed by a CEO and supported by a 
team. The board will be non-executive and 
include nine members from the industry," 
he said. It will be headed by chief minister 
while the deputy chief minister will be its 
joint chairperson, industries minister the 
vice-chairperson, and tourism minister 
and information technology minister will 
be its members.

The Board will provide and facilitate 
approvals from the Goa government and 
its agencies. It will also assist in getting 
clearances from the Central government, 
the CM said. The Investment Policy will 
emphasise on better quality of infrastruc-
ture and logistics so that investment can 
be attracted without much efforts, Parrikar 
informed.

Chhattisgarh Tourism plans to develop 
state into India’s biggest Ecotourism hub
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Accor to expand its 
hotel network in India

FRENCH hospitality 
major Accor will 

be doubling its hotel 
network in India by 
next year. It is also planning to introduce 
upscale brand Grand Mercure in India. 
Accor currently operates 25 hotels and two 
convention centres in India. According 
to reports, Accor is adding 14 more hotels 
this year and by next year Accor will be 
managing 50 properties in India.

“We have large ambitions for our busi-
ness in India and are making significant 
investment for the long-term in this country 
– both to capture domestic business and to 
capitalise on the large flows of outbound 
Indian travellers to other parts of the world 
where Accor hotels operate. We expect to 
double our network in size by 2015 and we 
are leveraging our unique brand portfolio 
from luxury to budget to expand in this key 
market,” said Jean Michel Cassé, Senior Vice 
President, Operations – Accor India.

Accor will continue to look at management 
and partnership model of operation. But it 
will also consider brownfield and greenfield 
opportunities as and when they arrive.

Accor is also launching its Grand Mecure 
in India by customising the brand to suit 
the needs of the Indian market. “The Grand 
Mercure brand is our upscale brand that 
is tailor-made to suit individual markets. 
Launched in 2012 with the debut of Grand 
Mercure Mei Jue in Greater China and the 
launch of Grand Mercure Maha Cipta in 
Indonesia, the brand has been a success 
with our developers and guests alike. We’re 
looking to introduce a tailor-made for India 
version of the product,” he said.

“Accor wants to increasingly position all 
its brands as ‘Born in France, Made in India’. 
“Even our luxury brand Sofitel is a mélange 
of our French DNA along with traditional 
Indian palace embellishments,” he added.

It is confident of the continued rise of the 
middle class in India, benefiting the tourism 
and hospitality industry.

BRIGADE Hospitality, 
a wholly owned 

subsidiary of the real estate 
giant Brigade Enterprises 
Ltd, celebrated its 10 years 
of successful operations 
within the hospitality 
industry. Established in 
June 2004 to operate 16 
serviced apartments under the brand 
name Brigade Homestead Serviced 
Residences, the company has since 
extended its operations across all aspects 
of the hospitality industry.

Looking back at the 10 successful years, 
Vineet Verma, CEO and Executive Direc-
tor of the company said, “Where we started 
from, and where we are today is solely due 
to the unstinted support, encouragement 
and patronage we have received along the 
way from our stakeholders, both internal 
and external, our associates, well-wishers 
and above all our valued members and 
guests. We stand firmly committed to 
them and will endeavour to continuously 
deliver to their expectations in the com-
ing years.”

These include - lifestyle membership 
clubs like Woodrose, Augusta, Galaxy and 
Regent, MLR convention centres and the 
more recently, its standalone restaurant 
HIGH Ultra Lounge. As part of its extend-

ed offering, the company 
has also launched two 
new initiatives - Celebra-
tions Catering and Events 
and The Baking Com-
pany, a unique patisserie 
focusing on freshly baked 
healthy products. 

In addition to its diverse 
offering, Brigade Hospitality also oversees 
the hotel ventures of its parent company, 
and asset manages the group’s two oper-
ating hotels – Sheraton Hotel Bangalore 
at Brigade Gateway and Grand Mercure, 
Bangalore. Both hotels have won nuemeo-
rus accolades and have been accredited 
as “Best New Hotel of the Year” in their 
respective categories at the Hotel Invest-
ment Conference South Asia (HICSA).

Under the able leadership of Vineet 
Verma and Nirupa Shankar, Director, Bri-
gade Hospitality has grown significantly 
from being a two member team in 2004, to 
a 300 plus member company. With CAGR 
of 53 per cent, the company’s revenue has 
seen an incremental growth clocking rev-
enue of Rs. 148.5 crores in this last fiscal 
year of 2013-14. The company currently 
has 8 hotels under development across 
major cities in South of India which is 
aimed to elevate Brigade Hospitality’s 
eminence to the next notch.   

Brigade Group to come up with 8 hotels in south India
Brigade Group that currently has two operating hotels - The Grand Mercure, 
Bengaluru and the Sheraton Bangalore Hotel at Brigade Gateway in the country 
has confirmed to come up with eight new hotels in south India soon. 

Nirupa Shankar, Director, Brigade Group said, “We currently have eight hotels 
in the pipeline – one in Chennai, two in Mysore, two in Kochi and three in Ben-
galuru. The hotel in Chennai and one of the hotels in Mysore will be launched in 
2015. None of them are opening in 2014, as they are still under construction or 
under design development.”

Brigade Group has a signed management contract for the two hotels open-
ing up in 2015. They are Holiday Inn-Chennai, Old Madras Road (managed by 
IHG) and Grand Mercure in Mysore (managed by Accor). The management of 
the remaining hotels is still under discussion with major international operators 
mentioned Shankar.

Brigade Hospitality celebrates 
ten years of success
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FEDERATION of Hotel & Restaurant Associations 
of India (FHRAI) will hold their 49th annual con-

vention in Jaipur  from September  12 to 14 this year.  
The venue for the convention is Jaipur Marriott.  The 
theme of the annual convention will be ‘Hospitality & 
Tourism: The key to unlocking India’s global potential.’

The annual convention, according to the Federation,  
will witness the participation of a veritable who’s who 
of the Indian hospitality and tourism sector, besides 
being graced by the presence of a galaxy of distinguished 
dignitaries from the highest echelons of the central and 
various state governments. The  business sessions will be 
structured meticulously so that the delegates will have an 
exclusive opportunity to engage with key policymakers, 
doyens of the industry, global experts and inspirational 
entrepreneurs, for enriching deliberations on wide-
ranging strategic, competitive and policy dynamics 
which are shaping the sector.   

Raj Hospitality in strategic 
tie-up with Emarald Hotels

IN a strategic tie-up to explore business potential, Raj 
Hospitality Management, a Bengaluru based com-

pany which manages and markets properties under its 
various brands, has joined hands with Emarald Hotels, 
a property chain of luxury hotels, leisure resorts, spas 
and business hotels in India. The hotel group aims to 
renovate their major properties in India changing their 
business strategies. 

Raja Gopaal Iyer, CEO, Raj Hospitality Manage-
ment and Consultants Pvt. Ltd. said that the partner-
ship has been signed for three years, however, it will be 
extended soon. Speaking to SIHRA News, he further 
added, “The partnership will surely be beneficial as 
Raj Hospitality manages individual hotels brands like 
Kaluva and resorts brands like Samantha currently. 
Also, as Emarald Hotels are growing big and coming 
out with some interesting projects in India and abroad. 
Raj Hospitality will support them on all professional 
grounds and manage all their properties.”

“Currently, hotel properties in Kochi, Allepy, Perun-
thalmanna, Calicut, Trivandrum, Chennai will be 
developed by Raj Hospitality,” said Iyer. “Later other 
projects will be developed as well by us,” he added.   

ITC Grand Chola bags ‘Best 
Business Hotel’ at the Lonely 
Planet Travel Awards 2014

ITC Grand Chola was awarded the ‘Best Business Hotel’ at the third 
annual Lonely Planet Magazine Travel Awards 2014, held in Mumbai 

recently. The winner was selected through an online readers’ poll con-
ducted by the magazine. The awards recognise the best travel experiences, 

service providers, the pre-
ferred places to stay and 
the destinations Indians 
most love to visit.

Receiving the award 
on behalf of the hotel, 
Ranvir Bhandari, Vice 
President-South and Gen-
eral Manager, ITC Grand 
Chola said, “Lonely Planet 
is recognised as the travel-

ler’s best friend the world over. What we’re most proud of is to be chosen 
through an independent poll, by the readers themselves; a testimony of 
their endorsement of ITC Hotels’ brand of service excellence based on the 
guiding premise of our ethos of ‘Responsible Luxury’.  

THE Tamara Coorg won the award for ‘Best Luxury Honeymoon Resort 
in India’ at the Service Excellence Awards 2014 organised by Brands 

Academy recently. 
Established as a celebration of unmatched excellence, Service Excellence 

Awards honour the doers and pioneers of the service industry. World-
renowned chess champion, Vishwanathan Anand, presented the awards at 

a gala ceremony held in Mumbai, 
India.

Senthil Kumar, CEO, The 
Tamara Coorg, attributed the 
resort’s successes to its dedicated 
staff and world-class standards. 
“We are honoured to win this 
award and be recognised for our 
services. We strive to not only 
maintain our standards but to 
continue to exceed our guest’s 
expectations in the wonderful 
journey that lies ahead of us,” he 
said.   

The Tamara Coorg wins ‘Best Luxury 
Honeymoon Resort in India’

FHRAI to hold its annual 
convention in Jaipur in Sept
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STARWOOD Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. recently unveiled its second 
Aloft property in Bengaluru at Cessna Business Park. Managed by Starwood, 

Aloft Bengaluru Cessna Business Park is owned by real estate developer, Prestige 
Group. This is the sixth Aloft property in the country after Aloft Ahmedabad SG 
Road, Aloft Bengaluru Whitefield, Aloft Chandigarh Zirakpur, Aloft Chennai OMR 
– IT Expressway, and Aloft Coimbatore Singanallur.

The new property houses 191 guest rooms, including 13 suites. The guest rooms 
feature nine-feet-high ceilings, platform beds, and walk-in showers. Each room is 
equipped with plug-and-play connectivity for most electronic devices to the 42’-
inch LED TV. Fast and free Wi-Fi is available throughout the hotel. 

“As Aloft continues its incredible 
global growth, with its emphasis 
on design, combined with tech-
savvy features and vibrant social 
atmosphere, the brand is attracting 
a rapidly growing group of loyal 
travellers around the world,” said 
Brian McGuinness, Senior Vice 
President, Specialty Select Brands, 
Starwood Hotels & Resorts. 

“Pioneering initiatives in music, 
design and technology have positioned Aloft as the must-have brand for the next 
generation of travellers, and we’re quickly gaining traction in the Indian market 
among the country’s young and tech-driven society,” McGuinness stated. 

Dilip Puri, Managing Director - India and Regional Vice President - South Asia, 
Starwood Hotels and Resorts, said, “Aloft Bengaluru Cessna Business Park is a 
significant addition to the brand’s portfolio in India and will energise the hotel 
market by meeting the pent-up demand for stylish, lifestyle hotel brands. This 
new-generation Aloft hotel underscores the strength of Starwood’s network and 
the power of the Aloft brand. We expect the new Aloft to become a local hotspot, 
attracting both savvy travellers and tech professionals in the area to its always 
abuzz social scene.”

Aloft Bengaluru Cessna Business Park also boasts of the Re:mix lounge, and 
‘Live @ Aloft Hotels’ that showcases live band performances by emerging artistes 
at the w xyz bar. Recreational facilities at the hotel include Re:charge fitness centre 
and Splash pool. The F&B options include the 24-hour grab-and-go outlet Re:fuel 
by Aloft, and café style restaurant Nook. 

The hotel offers 10,050 sq ft of meeting space with banquet hall of 411 sq mts, 
seven tactic meeting rooms equipped with audio-visual hardware, and an outdoor 
terrace Backyard providing space for business meetings and social gatherings.

 “This is undoubtedly one of the finest business hotels in Bengaluru currently, 
and we hope that the people in Prestige Cessna Business Park will make the most 
of the unique amenities and recreational facilities provided by Aloft. With India 
being at the forefront of a booming economy, we see a huge opportunity to develop 
lifestyle hotel brands within Tech Parks, a trend that is currently nascent but grow-
ing very fast. We are happy to be associated with Starwood Hotels and hope to 
work together closely on many more such ventures in future," said Irfan Razack, 
Chairman and Managing Director, Prestige Group.   

Starwood Hotels launches Aloft 
Bengaluru Cessna Business Park

AxisRooms launches 
world’s 1st mobile 
channel manager app

AXISROOMS announced the launch of its 
flagship product of hotel distribution for 

Android mobile app called HEX. For the first time, 
a mobile app for distribution has been released for 
hoteliers. Currently available for Android systems, 
HEX will be soon be launched for IPhones and 
Windows devices as well.

Hotel distribution has been an area of hurdles 
for most of the hoteliers across the industry. Axis-
Rooms has been successful in overcoming these 
hurdles by providing new age technology solutions 
to breakdown the effort into much simpler ways. 
With mobile apps surrounding every possible 
corner of all day to day tasks, AxisRooms has been 
eminent in making tedious hotel distribution much 
more competent for the hoteliers by continuously 
delivering impeccable technology solutions.

Commenting on the launch Anil Kumar Pras-
anna, CEO, AxisRooms said, “As the tag line of 
our company goes ‘Distribution Simplified’, Axis-
Rooms promises of making distribution a lot easier 
process than what it is today. HEX will be another 
milestone achieved by AxisRooms to ease the effort 
of distribution and will set a benchmark in the new 
hotel distribution square. This app will be power 
packed with a list of options. HEX will be the first 
hotel distribution system to be introduced for the 
android mobile systems for a greater accessibil-
ity in lieu with the traditional ways of managing 
distribution. This app has been launched to equip 
hoteliers with a tool to reduce the agony of the cur-
rent distribution system but will simplify the ways 
of managing distribution anywhere & everywhere. 
This app will not only work as a distribution tool 
but will be a first-rate sales & contracting engine 
for the Hoteliers.” 

This is for the first time that a hotel distribution 
system is introduced for a mobile device. With this 
mobile App, a large set of independent hoteliers, 
chains and other accommodation providers would 
now be able to enhance their system's efficiency 
through smart phones and hence increasing their 
productivity with both Online Travel Agencies and 
also Offline Channels.

AxisRooms - HEX Beta version is currently 
available for Android devices and can be down-
loaded from the Google Play Store.
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TAJ Group announced its vision for 
corporate sustainability and commu-

nity development initiatives going forward. 
According to a company release, the group’s 
upcoming forty one new projects that will be 
launched in the next four years (2014-2018) 
will set new benchmarks in global sustain-
ability and social responsibility.

Amongst the several sustainability initia-
tives that will be undertaken in the next four 
years, the Taj Group plans to strengthen 
its commitment to water conservation by 
adopting a group-wide challenge aimed at 
conserving and judiciously using one of the 
scarcest resource of the future. The water 
consumption of all hotels in the Taj portfolio 
will be recorded and reviewed on a regular 
basis – with a focus on increasing rain water 
harvesting, water recycling and reuse and 
ensuring zero water discharge into munici-
pal sewers. 

At an event held recently at The Taj Mahal 
Palace, Mumbai, nine of the Taj hotels were 
accredited with EarthCheck, Gold the global 
environmental bench marking and certifica-
tion organization – with a focus on tourism 
and hotel industry. The hotels were awarded 
in the presence of Mukund Rajan, Brand 
Custodian and Chief Ethics Officer of Tata 
Sons; Shankar Venkateswaran, Chief, Tata 

Sustainability Group; Raymond Bickson, 
Managing Director and CEO, Taj Group; 
Vasant Ayyappan, Director of Corporate 
Sustainability, Taj Group and Stewart Moore, 
CEO of EC3 Global and EarthCheck. 

Bickson said “The Taj Group reiterates 
its focus on energy and water conservation 
and societal development. The milestones 
achieved today reaffirm and demonstrate 
our commitment towards building sustain-
able livelihoods. Our goals are also in-line 
with the Tata ethos of keeping communities 
at the heart of doing business.” 

Within five years, the nine certified Taj 
hotels have already saved enough resources 
to electrify 53,490 homes by collectively 
conserving 174,766,344MJ of energy, fill 
nearly 186 shipping containers by reducing 
7,172,259.2 litres of waste and reduce CO2 
emissions of approximately 6,675 cars off the 
road. 

“The Taj’s achievements can be attributed 
to our rich tradition and our people who are 
highly passionate about sustainability. Our 
Taj EARTH sustainability program gives us 
immense satisfaction as our achievements 
significantly contribute to energy and water 
conservation, waste reduction and sev-
eral CSR initiatives like skill development, 
responsible procurement and indigenous art 

and culture development initiatives,” added 
Ayyappan. 

“What is commendable is that the Taj 
Group has maintained this bench marking 
for five years without wavering while some 
other hotel groups have dipped in and out 
of the sustainability space. This length of 
time and the growing number of Taj hotels 
now engaged with EarthCheck shows abso-
lute commitment to quality external bench 
marking,” said Stewart Moore, CEO of 
EarthCheck and EC3 Global. 

The nine properties that have been Gold 
certified include, Taj Exotica Resort & Spa in 
the Maldives; Taj Exotica Resort & Spa, Goa; 
Vivanta by Taj – Ambassador, New Delhi; 
Rambagh Palace in Jaipur; Taj West End 
Hotel, Bangalore; Taj Lands End Hotel in 
Mumbai, Vivanta by Taj – M G Road, Ban-
galore; Vivanta by Taj – President, Mumbai 
and Blue Sydney A Taj Hotel located in Syd-
ney’s Woolloomoolloo Wharf. �

Taj Group announces environment & social 
responsibility initiatives

The Emarald By Kaluva organises The Green Walk in Kochi

The Emarald By Kaluva, Kochi organised The Green Walk, an ini-
tiative towards reviving the community regarding the importance 

of protecting our environment by arranging a Green Walk in the city 
at Panampilly Nagar, from 10.30 am to 12.30 noon with the support 
of Government High School, Panampilly Nagar. The initiative was 
inaugurated by actor Niyas.
The Green Walk, managed by Raj Hospitality Management empha-
sised on developing a green economy as it’s one that results in im-
proved human well-being and social equity, while significantly re-
ducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities. In its simplest 
expression, a green economy can be thought of as one which is low 
carbon, resource efficient and socially inclusive.  
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COMMEASURE, an entrant in 
the online space unveiled its 

plug and play platform for indepen-
dent hotel owners in the Asia Pacific 
region, that will help hotels generate 
more direct bookings through their 
own hotel mobile and websites. 

The Commeasure platform allows 
independent hotels to lower their 
cost of distribution by providing them a 
bouquet of services. Commeasure aims to 
level the playing field between small chains/ 
independent hotels, making the hotel’s own 
brand web and mobile sites as good as the 
ones operated by multi-national hotel chains 
and large online travel agents. 

The platform is designed to be affordable, 
highly scalable and is built on cloud with the 
latest technology stack stated a press release. 
Commeasure plans to equip hotel clients 
with tools that will help end-consumers 
search for and access the hotel’s web/mobile 
site with ease, like the user experience, locate 
all pertinent information and be inspired to 

book directly with confidence. Commea-
sure is a success-based model with a strong 
proposition and are offering a money-back 

guarantee in their inaugural run. 
Commeasure will offer expertise 

in design, product management, 
marketing and technology that is 
usually very expensive by pooling 
resources across multiple hotels 
and allowing each hotel to benefit 
as if it were part of a large group of 
hotels. 

In the initial rollout, Commeasure 
plans to manage the customer acquisition 
cycle - generating traffic, providing the tools 
for booking and engaging with the hotels 
customers. 

Commeasure is founded by two ex-
MakeMyTrip executives, Amit Saberwal and 
Kunwar Asheesh Saxena.

Commeasure unveils plug and play 
platform for independent hotel owners

IDS Next promotes PAX software to budget hotels and B&Bs

IN order to leverage hospitality technol-
ogy to effectively streamline and enhance 

operational efficiency at small and budget 
hotels, B&B outlets and limited service 
hotels, IDS next has developed PAX, a Hotel 
Management Software especially for small 
and budget hotels.

PAX is small yet powerful and comes 
with four most essential modules includ-
ing front office management, 
housekeeping, point of sale, 
accounts receivables and tele-
phone management that are 
crucial for smooth function-
ing of small and budget hotels. 
The software is user-friendly 
and is economically priced 
and makes sure the hotel goes 
live quickly.

Talking about IDS Next’s 
plan to take PAX to two star hotel category, 
Pradeepa Shetty, Vice President – Channel 
Sales, IDS Next said, “The small, budget 
hotels, limited service hotels, motels, villas, 
service apartments have refrained from soft-
ware and until recently engaged in a ledger 
system to book reservations. All this has 

changed with the smartphone, which allows 
guests to search online, review hotel premises 
and quickly make a booking. Unfortunately, 
there are not many hotel software providers 
for small hotels. Many of these software pro-
viders do not offer reliable post sale service 
and most of the reliable software vendors are 
expensive. It is to fill this gap that IDS Next 
launched PAX. We have an extensive reach 

throughout the length and breadth of India 
through 200 trained partners and that list is 
growing every day.”

Apart from this, IDS Next is also closely 
working along with SAI (Software Adaption 
Initiative) of ISPIRT (India Software Product 
Industry Round Table) to help budget hotels 

to choose the right technology product 
through their various programs. 

La Casa Siolim, a Goa based boutique 
resort with 25 elegant rooms has adopted 
PAX recently. Avinder Sunny Chopra, Direc-
tor, La Casa Siolim said, “Though we are a 
five year old property, we decided to adopt 
hotel management software recenlty to 
improve our overall operational efficiency.” 

He added. “All vital information 
pertaining to our hotel’s operation 
is available at our finger tips. Time 
consuming activities like tracking 
of bills, accounts, data compilation 
and analysis have been streamlined 
minus error. The most important 
benefit for La Casa Siolim is that 
the management is now able to 
analise a host of data and effort-
lessly comes up with strategic deci-

sions. Plus, we did not have to invest on staff 
training as PAX is easy to use.” 

Aaprt from four integrated modules, PAX 
also offers several optional interfaces includ-
ing Tally Accounting System, Door Lock, 
EPABX, Credit Card (Plutus), Document 
Scanner and Web Camera. �
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Members of the Travel & Tourism industry 
have been asked to participate in a new 

World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) cam-
paign to help change the perception of a career in 
the sector. Industry insiders were asked to create 
their own 15 seconds videos to explain why they 
love working in Travel & Tourism. Chris Nassetta, 
President & CEO of Hilton Worldwide was joined 
by other Industry leaders including Raymond 
Bickson, CEO of Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces 
and Thulani Nzima, CEO of South Africa Tourism 
in kicking off the Instagram campaign, which is 
intended to demonstrate the career opportunities 
available in this industry.

The campaign came on the back of new research 
from WTTC, which shows that Travel & Tourism 
holds opportunities for job creation to address 
youth unemployment and gender inequality issues 
faced by countries across the world. The findings 
show that the sector employs a higher propor-
tion of women and young people compared with 
the workforce as a whole. The high proportion of 
youth in the industry is forecast to remain the case 
for the next ten years.

However, serious challenges have been identi-
fied, when it comes to the understanding and 
profile of the sector. David Scowsill, President & 
CEO, WTTC explained, “People need to be per-
suaded to consider Travel & Tourism as a career 
option. Travel & Tourism helps transport people to 
all corners of the world, immerse them in different 
cultures and experiences and provides a livelihood 
to millions worldwide. It’s a fantastic Industry to 
work in but we need to increase awareness of career 
opportunities. Graduates need to be moved away 
from always only considering banking or finance 
or law as careers with opportunities for progres-
sion and security and see Travel & Tourism as an 

excellent career option. We believe this campaign 
can play its part in doing that”.

He emphasised that the idea behind the cam-
paign was to create awareness, clarity and visibility 
of Travel & Tourism careers, as Travel & Tourism 
offers work-life balance, international opportuni-
ties, and good benefits.

Scowsill added, “Travel & Tourism’s flexible 
nature, requirement for skilled and unskilled staff, 
entrepreneurial spirit and strong growth prospects 
means the sector has a significantly higher youth 
and female employment rate, than the overall 
labour market. Travel & Tourism provides a way 
to overcome the issue of youth unemployment, 
which undermines young people’s futures and the 
economy’s overall growth potential. The sector also 
thrives on entrepreneurship and offers prospects 
for self-employment for women, which are less 
accessible in other sectors”.

In the video, people were asked to answer one 
of the following questions:-
�  How or why did you decide to start a career in 

the Travel &Tourism (T&T) industry?
�  What has been the most fulfilling (or inspiring) 

moment in your T&T career?
�  Who has been most influential to you in your 

T&T career?
�  Why would you recommend a career in T&T 

to someone?
�  How has a career in T&T affected/changed your 

life?
The videos were then uploaded on Instagram, 

tagging @WTandTC and hashtagging #Tourism-
Matters for a chance to win a prize. A first prize of 
USD 1,000 and runners up prizes of USD500 and 
USD250 will be awarded by WTTC to spend on a 
travel event of the winner’s choosing. �

WTTC campaign addresses youth to choose  
Travel & Tourism as a career choice

Travel & Tourism’s 
flexible nature, 

requirement for skilled 
and unskilled staff, 

entrepreneurial spirit 
and strong growth 

prospects means the 
sector has a significantly 
higher youth and female 
employment rate, than 

the overall labour 
market.

Campaign to help change the perception of a career in the sector

DAVID SCOWSILL
President & CEO,  

World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC)
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MakeMyTrip releases Hotel 
Tariff Tracker for Summer 2014
Mobile bookings contributes to 27% of Online Domestic Hotel Transactions this year

MAKEMYTRIP has revealed insights 
from its Hotel Tariff Tracker for the 

summer of 2014. The tracker has been con-
ceptualised to analyse the state and potential 
of the Hospitality industry in India, especially 
from an Online booking perspective.  Make-
MyTrip observed an 11 per cent increase in 
hotel tariff this summer compared to last 
year. The hotel tariff hike is higher in the two 
star and three star categories compared to 
the four star and five star categories, which 
have demonstrated a five per cent increase in 
tariff rates. 

 27 per cent of MakeMyTrip’s online 
domestic hotel transactions in financial 
year ending March 2014 were contributed 
via mobile - showcasing the increasing pro-
pensity of Indian travellers to look and book 
Hotels through smartphones. MakeMyTrip 
witnessed a 45 per cent increase in hotel 
bookings (web and mobile) for summer holi-

day period.  The highest transaction amount 
for hotel booking on mobile this year was 
Rs 1.15 lakh while the minimum traction 
recorded was Rs 260. 

Elaborating on the Hotel Tariff Tracker, 
Mohit Gupta, Chief Business Offer, Make-
MyTrip.com said, “We are glad to come up 
with a definitive list of top –selling destina-
tions and highest-growing centres. We intend 
to build this into an annual property that will 
provide insights and emerging trends in the 
online hotels segment. Last year, we under-
took key initiatives to build customer confi-
dence and encourage online hotel-bookings. 

The Hotel Tariff Tracker estimates 
that online hotel bookings have 

grown phenomenally this summer 
for destinations like Alibaug, 
Thekkady, Puducherry and 

Alleppey. Business cities like 
Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru and 
Chennai continue to be popular 
among travellers in regard to 

hotel bookings but the top-selling 
destinations for leisure travel 
hotel booking this summer are 
Goa, Ooty, Mysore and Jaipur.

Our results in the Hotels & Packages (H&P) 
segment where transactions grew 53.1 per 
cent YoY and revenue less service Costs 
increased 54.1 per cent YoY are testimony to 
the success if these initiatives. H&P contrib-
uted to revenue less service costs increased 
to 36.6 per cent in FY14 versus 31.3 per cent 
in FY13.”  �
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First Goa Food & Hospitality Awards honour 
the stalwarts of the Goan industry
THE first Goa Food & Hospitality Awards, which 

was held on May 30, 2014 at the Goa Marriott 
Resort & Spa, Goa, received an overwhelming response 
from prominent players of the hospitality segmw ent in 
Goa. The event, which was presented by Goa Tourism 
and organized by Hospitality Biz, witnessed widespread 
participation from the hoteliers and restaurateurs 
across Goa with over 100 nominations for recognition 
in 15 categories. The newly appointed Union Minister 
of State (MoS) for Tourism and Culture, Shripad Y 
Naik, along with Dilip Parulekar, Tourism Minister of 
Goa were the Guests of honour for the event.

The event, which was supported, among others by 
the Travel & Tourism Association of Goa (TTAG); 
Goa Chamber of Commerce & Industry and Viva 
Goa – Goa’s first & only lifestyle magazine, saw the 
presence of prominent members from the Ministry of 
Tourism, Government of Goa and leaders representing 
Goa’s hospitality industry. Prominent people who were 
present included Joint Secretary of Tourism, Govt. of 
India Anand Kumar, M.D. of GTDC Nikhil Desai, 
Group President Leela Hotels Rajiv Kaul, President of 
TTAG Francisco Braganza, President of Goa Hotels 
& Restaurant Association Gaurish Dhond, Deputy 
Director of Tourism Pamela Mascarenhas owners and 
GMs of prominent 4 and 5 star properties in the state 
and restaurant representatives.

While addressing the gathering the MoS said,“My 
primary focus will be on improving the international 
tourist arrivals to India by taking steps to facilitate 
visa-on-arrival and introducing e-visas. I will also be 
concentrating on improving the tourism infrastruc-
ture within the country, while giving special attention 
to Goa, especially with the approaching exposition.”

The Goa Food & Hospitality Awards 2014 was orga-
nized to honour the best in the state. Large number of 
hotels from across various categories participated in the awards and 
the winners have been honored for their performance nominated 
under various categories like Best Hotel – Upscale, Mid-segment, 
Heritage, Time Share; Best Local Independent Hotel (Upscale and 
Mid-segment); Best General Manager; Best Executive Chef; Best 
CSR Initiative; Most Innovative Eco-initiative; Best Spa; Best Res-
taurant among others.

Two special recognitions were presented by the Guest of Honour, 
Minister for Tourism Dilip Parulekar. The first special recognition 
was conferred by Goa Tourism to the four promoters and founders 
of Mandovi Hotel Late Anant Visvanath Quenim, Late Purxotoma 

Ramanata Quenim, Late Dr. Vamana Visvanath Quenim, and Late 
Dattatray Ramnath Quenim of the Mandovi Hotel, in Panaji, fr start-
ing Goa’s first luxury hotel which was set up in 1952. The recognition 
was received by Ramnath Quenim (Babu) and Narcinva Quenim 
(Prashant) Managing Directors of Mandovi Hotels Pvt. Ltd

Special Recognition Award was also conferred by Goa Tourism 
upon Padma Bhushan Late Captain C P Krishnan Nair for starting 
south Goa’s first 5 star luxury hotel - The Leela, in Cavelosim which 
put south Goa prominently on the tourism map of the state. This 
special recognition was received by Rajiv Kaul, Group President – 
Leela Hotels & Resorts. �

d d R t Q i L t D V Vi th Q i d L t

Managing Direcots of Mandovi Hotels Pvt Ltd Narcinva and Ramnath Quenim receive the Special Recognition Award Conferred 

by Goa Tourism for the Mandovi Hotel, for being the first hotel in Goa set up in 1952 from Goa Minister for Tourism Dilip 

Parulekar. Also seen are Joint Secretary of Tourism, Govt. of India Anand Kumar, Managing Director Goa Tourism Development 

Corporation Nikhil Desai, COO Saffron Synegries Pvt Ltd Sheldon Santwan and Managing Directors of Media Promotions Pvt Ltd 

Kedar Dhume & Clive Sequeira

Group President Leela Hotels & Resort Rajiv Kaul receives the Special Recognition Award Conferred by Goa Tourism to Late 

Captain C. P Krishnan Nair from Goa Minister for Tourism Dilip Parulekar. Also seen are Joint Secretary of Tourism, Govt. of India 

Anand Kumar, Managing Director Goa Tourism Development Corporation Nikhil Desai, COO Saffron Synegries Pvt Ltd Sheldon 

Santwan and Managing Directors of Media Promotions Pvt Ltd Kedar Dhume & Clive Sequeira.
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Q: Kerala has demonstrated the enormous 
potential of tourism as a resource and a major 
revenue source for the state. What has been 
the distinct feature for this success story?
Suman Billa: Kerala’s tourism development 
model sustains nature, nurtures communities 
and provides unique, intrinsic experiences 
to travellers. The strong private public 
partnership initiative, Project Synergy, a 
marketing and promotion initiative, through 
participation in trade fairs and roadshows, 
joint familiarisation visits and media trips has 
made Kerala a pioneering tourism state. 

Kerala serves as a model in sustainable 
tourism development and is the first state in 
India to implement certification programmes 
for ensuring the quality of products and 
services. 

As the pioneer of Responsible Tourism 
(RT) in India, Kerala has set the benchmarks 
that are now being followed by other states. 

The success of RT in Kerala is best 
exemplified by Kumarakom, which has 
successfully linked the local community with 
the hospitality industry and government 
departments, thereby creating a model for 
empowerment and development of the people 
in the area while sustaining eco-friendly 
tourism. 

The RT initiative has brought Kerala 

Tourism worldwide recognition, including 
the top honours at the United Nations World 
Tourism Organization (UNWTO) Awards for 
Excellence and Innovation in Tourism.

Q: What are the policies and incentives which 
seem to be exclusively contributing to the 
success story of Kerala tourism? 
SB: Kerala tourism has introduced a new 
tourism policy. The key priority of the policy is 
to enhance the socio-economic growth of the 
state through the promotion of ‘Responsible 
Tourism’. 

As a part of focusing more on Responsible 
Tourism, hotels, ayurveda centres, house 
boatsconvention centres, tour operators, 
tourist transport operators et al will be given 
‘approval’ and incentives based on a set of 
mandatory requirements. We have been 
maintaining that in tourism development, we 
will play the role of a facilitator and catalyst. 

Q. What are the innovative schemes, projects 
or concepts attributed to the boost of tourism 
in the state?
SB: Some of the most important projects that 
Kerala Tourism is working on includes the 
Spice Route which aims to promote heritage 
and peace by reviving the two millennia-old 
trade route from Kerala to the West; Monsoon 

Kerala Govt. to enhance state's 
socio-economic growth through 
‘Responsible Tourism’

Today, Kerala has set a 
benchmark for success in 

tourism – not just in terms of 
awards and acclaims, but also 

by setting new standards in 
India. Suman Billa, Tourism 

Secretary, Government of 
Kerala in an interview with 
SIHRA News shares more 

details on the success story of 
Kerala Tourism and the State’s 

future tourism initiatives
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Tourism which can be a unique experience 
for visitors in Kerala; the Seaplane Project 
and the Backwater world exploring the 
backwaters of Kerala.

Also, in the Kerala State budget 
2014, there is major Tax Concessions 
for tourism sector which includes a 
reduction in luxury tax to five per cent on 
hotels from June to August to promote 
off-season tourism. 

The government has also reduced 
luxury tax on convention centres and 
auditoriums with a daily rent exceeding 
Rs 20,000 to ten per cent from the existing 
20 per cent, in a bid to promote MICE 
tourism, a niche category for facilitating 
national and international conferences, conventions and seminars.

Q: What is the contribution of the hospitality sector to Kerala 
tourism? What was the revenue from tourism during the year 2013 
-2014?
SB: Kerala’s tourism sector, which employs about 15 lakh people, 
made a contribution of nine per cent to the state’s GDP. Foreign 
exchange earnings for the year 2012 were Rs 4,571.69 crores, which 
recorded an increase of 8.28 per cent over the previous year. Total 
revenue (including direct & indirect) from tourism during 2012 
was Rs 20,430 crore, showing an increase of 7.32 per cent over the 
previous year’s figure.

Q: Can you share the number of foreign and domestic tourist 
arrivals in Kerala? 
SB: Foreign tourist arrival in Kerala during the year 2012 was  
7,93,696 showing an increase of 8.28 per cent over the previous 
year’s figure of 7,32,985. Domestic tourist arrivals in Kerala during 
the year 2012 touched 100, 6,854, showing an increase of 7.41 per 
cent over the previous year’s figure of 93,81,455. We are in the 
process of tabulating the final figures of 2013, which have also been 
showing a positive growth when compared to the previous year. 

Q: From your experience can you provide the 
hospitality industry with some insights into 
the formula to be adapted for its success?
SB: In today’s connected world, travellers 
are more ‘evolved’ and knowledgeable than 
before; they expect an authentic experience 
from every destination. Pricing is also a 
major factor, and the hospitality sector has to 
maintain some sort of standardisation when 
fixing prices. Online marketing, particularly 

through the digital space, is 
vital for the success of tourism 
businesses. Social media is an 
important platform for exchange 
of opinions and information, so 
the industry needs to leverage 
that power of social networks to 
boost their business. Tourism and 
hospitality sectors have always 
been influenced by the economies 
of the target markets. Hence, 
tourism and hospitality sectors 
need to always have time specific 
and market oriented strategies 
tackle these changes. �

As the pioneer of Responsible Tourism (RT) 
in India, Kerala has set the benchmarks 

that are now being followed by other 
states. The success of RT in Kerala is best 

exemplified by Kumarakom, which has 
successfully linked the local community with 

the hospitality industry and government 
departments, thereby creating a model 

for empowerment and development of the 
people in the area while sustaining eco-

friendly tourism. 
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Safety & Security 
priority today?

Is hotel

Safety and security 
solutions ensure that hotel 
stays are remembered for 

the right reasons. There 
has been a paradigm 

shift in hotel safety and 
security issues in India 
after the 26/11 attacks. 

Shweta Ramsay finds out 
if the Indian hospitality 

industry today, in actuality 
has learnt from the past 

or is it still turning a blind 
eye towards safety and 

security concerns

S INCE the 26/11 attack the hospitality 
industry has continuously been fighting 

with every challenge in respect with terrorism 
and other security risks by adapting to 
new technologies and training the security 
personnel and other employees as well.

Today, there is a sea change in terms of security 
to protect guests and property from 

any kind of damage. Before 
2011, hotel staff did not focus 
a lot on the security depart-
ment. It was just a supportive 

department that focused 
on guest related opera-
tions. However, after 
2011, there was a dras-
tic change in thought 

process of hotel managements. People 
started security centric programmes and 
protocols. Good amount of money was 
pumped in to enhance the security of guests and 
the property. Extensive awareness and training 

schedule was created for the guards and 
security personnel.

Newer hotels under development 
relooked at their design aspects 
with greater attention given 

towards integrated surveillance 
systems, advanced lock and access 
control systems, and sophisticated 
asset protection tools. All of this 
done in a manner that blends 
aesthetics and security. Today, busi-

ness travellers and corporations, 
especially, are more concerned 
with the safety of their travel-

ing employees. Today, safety and 
security is becoming a sales dif-
ferentiator for many hotels.

Post the 26/11 attack was the 
time when Hilton worldwide was making an 
entry into the Indian market. “Our hotels started 
their operations only after going through strict 
security training and screening of its security 
department and personnel. Only qualified pro-
fessionals were recruited with backing and full 
support was given by the Hilton area crisis 
team to India team which was headed by senior 
management,” elucidated Satya Prakash, Gen-
eral Manager, Hilton Garden Inn New Delhi.

He further added, “At Hilton hotels complete 
safety is provided to the guests without com-
promising on their privacy. Special care is taken 

SATYA PRAKASH
General Manager, Hilton 
Garden Inn New Delhi

STEPHEN BEALE
Sr Vice President,Operations,  

Zuri Group Global

DAVANDER SINGH 
TOMAR

 Executive Vice President – 
Corporate Affairs, Lemon Tree 

Hotels Pvt Ltd
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"Initially when the safety and secu-
rity measures were introduced, there 
was resentment from people about being 
checked, however in light of the various 
terrorist attacks including the one on 
Taj Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, people 
have accepted it and now and feel good 
about being secure. People who are not 
using adequate security measures should 
implement the same. If proper security 
measures are undertaken, the guests feel 
secure. Today the customers do not feel 
offended for being checked for security. It 
is like going on an aircraft or visiting any 
foreign consulate. People should use the 
security aspect more

smartly and ensure that their guests are 
not offended but made to feel secure. It is 
a plus point for hospitality. All establish-
ments should be required to use adequate 
security measures and they should imple-
ment it with all vigor. Security measures 
should be undertaken in all establishments 
and should not be restricted to just the 5 
star hotels."

for VIP guests and their crew. Spe-
cial audits are organised to ensure 
proper working and dissemination 
of safety related information and 
its implementation. These audits 
are conducted at random to make 
sure all the security protocols 
are actively being followed on an 
appropriate level. All the equip-
ments and infrastructural amenities are 
checked and replaced from time to time to 
minimise any kind of risks and errors.”

Hotels today are aware of the latest security 
procedures and requirements at the macro 
level  - state law and order, enforcement 
agencies and much more. 

Davander Singh Tomar, Executive Vice 

President – Corporate Affairs, Lemon Tree 
Hotels Pvt Ltd said, “Hotels today understand 
the significance of safety and security. Inter-
estingly, these steps of security have drawn 
the attention of many multinational compa-
nies and conglomerates, for which security 
audits are a prerequisite.”

Is technology too 
technical for staff?
There has been large scale technology adop-
tion upfront in hotels in the last few years as a 
part of strengthening safety and security of the 
property as well as the guests. However, in most 
cases hotels are accused of lacking in terms of 
investing in a human resource support system 
to make these systems work efficiently. 

In the recent years, wireless internet access has become a standard for the hospitality 

industry. In fact, 70 per cent of the guests surveyed have stated that they do not prefer to 

stay in the hotel where Wi-Fi access is not provided. However, offering free or paid internet 

is at the discretion of the hotel, but offering secured and managed internet is the need of 

the hour.

According to the Trustwave 2012 Global Security Report, hospitality industry has 

four times consecutively ranked on top of the list for data breaches. It shows that most 

of the hospitality companies in the world are unaware about ‘managing the access 

network’. Cyber crimes are not limited to any specific geographical region. Following 

are things that can lead to cyber threats: 

�  Unauthenticated user traffic

Properties offering access to unsecured and unauthenticated user access becomes the prime target 

for all sort of malicious activities which results in data theft, data loss, guests secured information 

is hacked. 

�  Illegal user access 

There are several properties which do not take any identity proof of the guests staying in their 

hotels, and allow them to surf internet. Such bottlenecks need to be identified by the hotels to alert 

themselves from illegal users.

�  Malicious activities by guest

It is not necessary that attacks always take place from outside of the network, there can be guests who 

are trying to access your staff database within the network or misusing the network to communicate 

with terrorist groups. 

�  Track the network blockers

Every hotel has to add its capex and opex in providng free or paid internet service to its guests. 

But due to improper segregation of bandwidth, guests downloading P2P traffic can misuse the 

bandwidth and chock the network, where business users lack fair bandwidth for communication 

purpose. 

�  Legal compliance

As per the guidelines of government bodies any hotspot network within or outside property has to 

mandatorily maintain the session records of all users accessing the hotel network. On occurrence 

of any malicious activity from the hotel network, if the user session records are unavailable then it 

can result in legal proceedings. 

The most effective solution to prevent such attacks is ‘internet access management solution’ 

which provides multi-layered network protection. The product should have efficient firewall which 

can filter the traffic that passes in and out from the network. It should have authentication and access 

control features by which only authenticated guests and devices are allowed to access internet. The 

solution should also be integrated with property management system in the hotel by which user 

profile with identity proofs can be added in the same. 

An added authentication method can also be added as OTP authentication on the guest mobile, 

by which the guest’s entire user profile can be also availed from telecom operators. Moreover, it 

should have real-time monitoring and bandwidth control notifications by which hotels can prevent 

malicious activities occurring in the network as well as restrict high consumption of bandwidth. 

SAMIKSH AGGARWAL
Assistant Vice President – Sales – Data 

Networks, Elitecore Technologies Pvt. Ltd

DR A PALANI PERIASAMY 
Chairman Appu Hotels , (Le Meridien, Chennai)
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Tomar opined, “There is an old saying that 
it is not the gun but the man behind the gun 
that matters. Under all circumstances, it is the 
rejoinder mechanism that has to be the best 
where technology and manpower go hand in 
glove. An ideal mix of technology and efficient 
manpower is thus essential for maintaining any 
high standard security set up.”

With the introduction of new technologies, 
trainings are being provided across multiple 
levels in a hotel hierarchy. From screening at 
the entrance till the final checkout, every guest 
is ensured complete comfort and safety at every 
step. Various information exchange and verifica-
tion protocols are carried out in a streamlined 
manner to reduce inconvenience and fulfill all 
protective measures. 

Stephen Beale, Sr Vice President, Opera-
tions, Zuri Group Global expressed, “I do agree 
the balance between human intervention and 
electronic surveillance is more tilted towards 
the latter. This has to change by conducting 
comprehensive emergency response training 
programmes for the staff. A vigilant staff is a 
great source of strength for enhancing guest 
safety and security for the hospitality industry.”

Most of the hotels have created an emergency 
response team or a crisis team to handle any 
kind of emergency. Regular programmes are 
held to train staff not only theoretically but also 
on practically implementing terms. 

Rising concerns

The hospitality industry has witnessed several changes in safety and security 

technology adoption. Although adequate security is in place in 

the five star hotels, the importance of comprehensive 

security  has not pervaded the hospitality 

industry as a whole. 

Manoj Khadkikar, Head – Channel 

Solutions Group, Zicom said, “You will come 

across even the four star hotel properties with more 

than 100 rooms not providing enough security or not having the 

required security products and solutions. Even if they have some 

products, they are not being utilised in a proper manner, which 

therefore, leads to the conclusion that for them security is not on 

their key agenda. So, from the industry perspective the safety 

and security adoption in hospitality is not uniform. It is sporadic 

and therefore, a big concern.” 

Roopak Gupta, Vice President Security Systems, Gunnebo India said, 

“Hotels in the mid-segment range generally tend to have a partial security cover which is 

more of a stress on the security measures. This provides a sense of comfort to the guests 

with them thinking the property is adequately secured. It becomes a major criterion for the 

selection by the guests for patronage.”

Ranjeet Sinha, Lead Consultant- PSP, Mahindra Special Services Group stated that today 

there is increase in awareness about security. Hotels are investing in security personnel and 

equipments in premises but many times without a well thought out plan or comprehensive 

procedures in place. “Lessons of 26/11 are being ignored in favour of cost reduction due 

to increase in number of rooms and reduction in pax numbers. In some cases there is an 

absence of a security plan. Security staff and equipments are mainly deployed only for show/

meeting Government norms and not for actual security needs,” he added.

Hotels across the world are a gathering place for people in large numbers due to its 

variety of stores, meeting places, restaurants and entertainment areas. Security in hospitality 

industry is facing the same dilemma as the other sectors, which is risk management v/s 

capital investment. The management would have to clearly identify the threats and plan the 

security setup based on the requirement. Similar security solutions cannot be replicated 

across all premises. 

Niraj Bijlani, Executive Director, Guarding Group, India explained, “Hotels in any other 

country are no different from those in India to be honest. It is as difficult to manage and protect 

hotels in London, and USA, as it is in India. Apart from the private security companies that are 

contracted to protect public areas, the government also takes equal initiative to guarantee that 

the security rules and regulations haven’t been breached. This would include – use of hi-tech 

 SUPPLIERS SPEAK

MANOJ KHADKIKAR
 Head – Channel Solutions 

Group, Zicom

RANJEET SINHA
 Lead Consultant- PSP, Mahindra 

Special Services Group

NIRAJ BIJLANI
Executive Director, Guarding, 

Group, India
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ROOPAK GUPTA
Vice President Security Systems, 

Gunnebo India

ANDREW CHI
Head Public Safety Solutions, 

NEC India

cameras, constant camera surveillance, manned guarding internally 

and externally, teams to monitor shop lifting, metal detectors, CCTV 

surveillance in every corner of the property and more.”

He also mentioned that the Indian Government has recently initiated 

a grading system for the malls and hotels based on the security 

ranging from A-F with of course A being the best. Should there be 

any breaches in the security, the owner is due to lose his licence. 

This certainly puts pressure on not just the private security companies 

but as well as the owner, that he takes extreme measures to provide 

quality security to all of the customers.

Andrew Chi, Head Public Safety Solutions, NEC India said, “It is 

important for hospitality players to expand their horizon by thinking 

about safety of their business, beyond these norms and eventually 

take steps to implement more stringent security procedures and 

technologies in order to safeguard their employees, guests and their 

properties. Choosing the right technology can ensure safety and 

security of the guests, but also can enhance brand image as well. 

NEC offers various advanced solutions to the hospitality industry to 

help them enhance the level of security within their complex. Some of 

these are Asset Management, Visitor Management System, Automated 

Time and Attendance System, and Face Recognition Solution.”

Safety and security for the hotel 
guests and building is on high pri-
ority. Right from the time of plan-
ning and designing the security 
aspect is on top of the check list. 
This is a welcome change. 

All state governments in India 
are giving more importance for 
Fire safety and it’s more or less 
strictly followed. Cases of buildings 
catching fire and causalities have 

come down in the last 10 years. We are now having Sky scrap-
ers with helipads, easy access to fire brigade around the building, 
emergency exit staircases are all the visible changes.  

External threats are not in the hotel control but the hotel man-
agement can strictly control the internal threats. 
�  Streamlining HR policies on recruitment. Well begun is half 

done? 
�  Streamlining purchase policies including Haccp & ISO cer-

tification for food safety. In the days ahead this could also 
be on the top 10. 

�  Hotel parking facility ( Both staff parking and guest park-
ing ). A vulnerable area that requires constant attention and 
intervention. 

�  Access Control – Time office and back gate of the hotel 
should have the same importance that we give for the in-
house guests. Scanners, detectors and manual frisking do 
help reduce the threat. This is the best filter. 

�  Drills – Firefighting drills involving guests and staff under 
the guidance of fire brigade and hotel security periodically. 

�  Training – Hotel’s training department must emphasize on 
First-Aid training and address all other exigencies including 
bomb threats. Equip your associates to be alert and this can 
only be achieved by using the best methods of training and 
recall factors. 

�  Meetings – Attending meetings called by the police and state 
intelligence helps the hotel to go into alert mode whenever 
necessary. 

�  Cyber Crimes – An effective updated EDP professional only 
can reduce the risk. Protecting the data is also a major cause 
of concern. 

“We strictly follow the SOP’s and ensure that as part of the ori-
entation, associates are taken around the public areas and back 
areas of the hotel. Periodic training on Fire and safety followed 
by live demos involving associates and general public is a learning 
experience. Teams are formed under the leadership of the GM 
and team meets every month for joint audits and reviews”

Associates taking ownership on safe working culture will natu-
rally avoid all internal threats and let’s keep re-inventing the wheel 
and alert for all possible external threats. 

ERINE LOUIS
General Manager,  

The Residency, Coimbatore.
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The hotel staff is constantly trained on 
areas such as handling stressful situations, 
crowd control and management in emer-
gencies, escalation procedures, detecting 
unauthorised access, medical procedures 
and facilities, including first aid, fire safety, 
criminal activities, terrorism and responses 
to terror threats, emergency drill and legal 
concerns.

Saravjit Singh, Chief Security Officer, 
Crowne Plaza Today Gurgaon stated, “Asso-
ciate level staff play big role in enhancing 
the security in hotel premises. The vigilant 
and trained staff at associate level may 
observe and act to any untoward incident 
to handle efficiently. Training plays a huge 
role in grooming associate level staff.”

It is also seen that today hotels are 
providing free wi-fi and internet hotspots 
inside their premises which in turn makes 
hotels and guests prone to cyber threats.

Tomar elaborated that every hotel must 
have a firewall in the IT system that pre-
vents accounts from being hacked. Singh 
exclaimed, “Strong authentication process 
must be in place to use the internet. All 
government TRAI compliance should be 
deployed so that guest information is not 
compromised. Tracking system and record 
keeping are mandatory for each and every 
device. This can minimise cyber threat.”

Also as per Government of India infor-
mation technology norms and laws, logs 
should be maintained at data retention 
servers for proper surveillance.

Are hotels investing in security equipments? 

The demand for security systems always is on the rise post a crime as people wake up when the 

crime has already taken place in their assets or the neighbors’ assets. The hospitality industry in 

particular and big installations in general in different cities, are beefing up their security. It is not just 

the five-star hotels which are buying explosive and X-ray scanners, even smaller resorts and hotels 

are investing in security equipments. Hotels are also buying explosives detection systems, hand-

held narcotics detectors and chemical warfare detection systems increasingly.

Future holds growth

Today, hotels are definitely strengthening the security cover to all strategic places in and around the 

hotel premises. They are opting for perimeter fencing, boom barriers, automatic bollards, selective 

access control system, Under Vehicle Surveillance System (UVSS), baggage X Ray clearance, 

metal detectors, alarm systems, biometric and face recognition systems, people counters, intrusion 

detectors, bomb detection devices and more. There is seamless flow of data from one system to 

another not only from the security point of view but also from the business perspective. Helpful 

intrusion is provided as an added service through technological capabilities. 

Also, security solution providers are offering five star hotels security coupled with home 

automation i.e. automatic solution for lighting, air conditioners, television, windows, curtains, etc 

which facilitate the customer to enjoy luxury and comfort with ease. 

 Bijilani said, “With a range of security products available in the market, organisations are scouting 

for the right ones. While fire protection products and bomb explosion-resistant films are considered 

to be a part of passive security system, the active security system involves collapsible gates, steel 

barricades, communication system, security personnel, metal detectors, sniffer dogs, CCTVs, and 

so on. India’s Security market is evolving considerably considering the surge in the sector. Today, 

almost 90,000 TOPS security guards are protecting all critical establishments across country. They 

watch and monitor everything around us. They could be the biggest prevention control instrument to 

avoid any type of threat and critical mishap.” 

India’s hospitality industry which includes hotel, travel and tourism is expected to grow by about 

7.3 per cent in 2014, according to World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC). The total market size of 

tourism and hospitality industry in India stood at USD 117.7 billion and is anticipated to touch USD 

418.9 billion by 2022. The domestic hospitality sector expects 52,000 new hotel rooms to be added 

in five years (2013–17), according to a survey by real estate consultancy, Cushman & Wakefield. 

This will lead to a rise of over 65 per cent in total hotel inventory in India. The National Capital 

Region (NCR) is expected to contribute around one-third to the total expected hotel rooms supply 

during the period. Further, the Working Group on Tourism for the 12th Five-Year Plan, set up by 

the Planning Commission, has estimated the generation of additional employment of 24.5 million 

(direct and indirect) in the sector during 2010–16. There is no doubt that security solution providers 

will have a bright future as a result of the growing hospitality industry in India in the coming years.
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Post 26/11 hotel safety and security has 
received very serious attention both from 
the hotel managements as well as guests. 
In fact, it may not be out of place to men-
tion that it is the guests who are seeking 
this emphasis on the safety and security in 
hotels. 

There are a large number of areas where 
the hotel safety and security standards 
have been improved. The up gradation has 
taken place in the quality of staff, induc-
tion of technology and various processes 
and procedures adopted. While in the past 

the security staff at the gate used to be 
mainly for guidance, today you would find 
checking of cars at the first gate itself for 
any hazardous material. Hotels are field-
ing equipment such as Boom-Barriers, 
Explosive Vapour Detectors, Sniffer Dogs, 
Under Vehicle Scanners, Bollards, Tyre 
Killers, etc. Scanning baggage through 
X-Ray Machines, electronic scanning of 
incoming guests though various metal 
detectors have also become common and 
mandated by law enforcement agencies as 
well. In the past, this used to be more of 
a ceremonial affair with a smart salute by 
the Doorman in glittering ceremonial out-
fit ushering in the guests. Similar checks 
and stringency is exercised in regulating 
the entry of staff, vendors, visitors, mate-
rial supplies in to hotels. Hotels have also 
implemented measures to restrict cross 
movement between Front of the Hotel 
and Back of the Hotel areas. Surveillance 
by CCTV systems with certain standards 
based on international best practices is 

mandatory and this area required heavy 
investments. There is greater emphasis on 
background checks of staff, training on 
safety and security procedures and drills 
not only for the Security staff, but all asso-
ciates irrespective of their departments 
and designations. While the ambience, 
luxury and privacy cannot be compro-
mised, there is a requirement to ensure 
safety and security of guests.

Overall, there is a marked enhancement 
on the safety and security standards post 
26/11. The guests and various corporate 
clients do insist on the standards expected 
and they have their own checklists of 
expectations. A large number of corporate 
clientele do carry out a review of the hotel 
safety and security standards before get-
ting into an agreement or encourage their 
employees to patronize the concerned 
hotel.  Therefore, today, safety and secu-
rity in hotels is a business imperative and 
driven more by the customer appropriately 
positioned by the hotel management.

GEORGE VERGHESE
General Manager , ITC Kakatiya , Hyderabad

Outsourcing: To do or 
not to do?
It is a normal practice in India for the man-
agement to outsource security agencies for 
guards. The guards of the outsourced agen-
cies are mostly found to be untrained in 
handling latest security equipments. 

Prakash stated, “Hilton worldwide hires 
professional agencies and at the same time 
provides hands on training to the hired 
guards. It‘s a challenge to retain the out-
sourced guards so training of new guards 
is conducted regularly by trained security 
officials and executives. Also, refresher train-
ings are conducted to train and update old 
and new staff. Guards are fully trained not 
only in handling the equipments but also 
how to deal with different scenario in terms 
of emergency and handling guests and their 
belongings in the best possible ways.”

Sanzeev Bhatia, General Manager, The 
Metropolitan Hotel & Spa, New Delhi said 
that with outsourced security, which encom-
passes more than just security measures 
that keeps guest safe through all kinds of 

security and safety risks and accessibility, 
hoteliers need to ensure that they are taking 
proper steps to hire the right security con-
sultants. Hiring outside consultants can be a 
good resource but they have to be managed 
closely.

“When hiring a contractor, be sure all 
certifications are met. Also, don’t assume 
your contractor hires the best candidates. 
Have in place a set of standards for the types 
of screening and background checks you 

believe are necessary. The security guards 
should have undergone training specific 
to the hospitality industry and they should 
understand the nuances of the business. 
Lastly, once hired, have a set of measurable 
criteria to evaluate the performance of your 
contractor and perform regular reviews. The 
senior security staff like Chief Security Offi-
cer have to be internal resources well trained 
and dedicated to safety and security of guests 
and property,” insisted Beale.  �
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THE TWO GREAT    The pioneers of the Indian hotel industry,   

visionaries who in the 20th century 

created and developed great hotel 

chains like the Tata’s Taj Group and The 

Oberoi Group, are without doubt the late 

Rai Bahadur Oberoi and Ajit Kerkar. 

The story of struggle, adventure, risk 

and achievement was part of the daily 

challenge for Rai Bahadur Oberoi and   

Ajit Kerkar. The type of courage and 

vision that both of them demonstrated 

set a benchmark for success in the 

hospitality industry.

Success and fortune did not come 
easily to him. Initiative, resourceful-

ness and hard work, combined with the 
capability to face and overcome the most 
overwhelming odds, best characterizes   
Oberoi, this entrepreneur who started his 
career on a salary of Rs. 50 as the front 
desk clerk at the Cecil Hotel, Shimla, 
where he went to escape the plague. A 
few years later, he joined Clarkes Hotel as 
Manager and gained first-hand experi-
ence in all aspects of operating a hotel. 
His manager,   Ernest Clarke, and his 
wife Gertrude, took a great liking to his 
honesty and dedication. Wanting to take 
a break from their busy schedule and 
go on vacation to London, the Clarkes 
handed over responsibility of running the 
hotel to this young man for 6 months. On 
their return, they were amazed to find 
that the occupancy of the hotel had shot 
up to 80 per cent.   Clarke sold his shares 
worth Rs. 25,000 to   Oberoi, which he 
paid over a five-year period, interest-free. 
On 14th August 1934,   Oberoi became 
the sole and absolute owner of the hotel 
and could not have hoped for a better 
34th birthday present. He was now a 
full- fledged hotelier. Today, The Oberoi 
Group 

owns the Clarkes Hotel as well as the 
Cecil Hotel.

In 1933, the cholera epidemic broke 
out in Calcutta, killing a large number of 

people. The Grand Hotel, which had been 
closed ever since, witnessed more than 100 
foreign guests dying in the hotel. In 1938, 
the management invited prospective buy-
ers through advertisements. Grabbing the 
chance, Oberoi struck a deal, paying them 
a monthly rent of Rs. 7,000. Employing his 
former boss,   D.W. Grove, at a salary of 
Rs.1, 500, the Oberoi Grand soon became 
a garrison for the British troops during 
World War ll, a service for which he was 
awarded the title of Rai Bahadur. In 1943, 
he bought over the entire share holdings 
of Association Hotels of India, which now 
owns the Oberoi Group.

  Oberoi became the first Indian Hotelier 
Rai Bahadur Mohan Singh Oberoi
Founder Chairman, The Oberoi Group

to enter into an agreement with the 
internationally renowned Inter Conti-
nental Hotels Group, and the Oberoi 
Inter Continental in New Delhi opened 
in 1965. In 1966, the prestigious Oberoi 
School of Hotel Management was 
launched as a far-sighted strategy to train 
his staff and executives to the level of 
skills and service that The Oberoi Group 
stands for. Now known as The Oberoi 
Centre of Learning and Development, 
it continues to provide high quality 
professional training in hospitality man-
agement. The decision to employ women 
in his hotel set a precedent that was soon 

   Oberoi always displayed a 
fiercely independent mind. His 
dynamic leadership till the age 
of 103 put the Oberoi Group on 
the world map. A humble man 

despite his achievements, he was 
fond of saying, “I have been able 
to accept the challenge and make 
good is comfort in knowing that 
whatever, I have achieved has 

helped to raise the prestige of my 
country.” 

Contiuned on page  34
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  HOTLIERS OF INDIA

Ajit Kerkar
Taj Group of Hotels

Ajit Kerkar, the czar of the Taj Group 
of Hotels, earned the image of 

invincibility step by step, after he joined the 
Taj Mahal Palace Hotel in 1961 as Catering 
Manager. The man who at the age of 28, 
found a badly-managed hotel thrust on 
him by   J R D Tata, Chairman of Tata Sons, 
in his own quiet and unassuming fashion 
not only turned it around and made it 
the happy hunting ground of the elite in 
Bombay, but went on to build a chain of 
luxury hotels across the country,  when he 
retired in 1999. 

In 1970, he was appointed the first Man-
aging Director of The Indian Hotels Com-
pany Limited and was known for initiating 

a tradition of excellence in industrial 
relations and for leading and motivating 
a team of excellent professionals to 
achieve international service standards. 
Having created the destination of Goa as 
the playground of the international tour-
ist,  Kerkar promptly built three hotels 
here that made it the next hotspot on the 
international tourist`s itinerary. The Taj 
Fort Aguada Beach Resort was opened in 
1974. It was the Taj Group that pioneered 
the growth of Palace Tourism in India, 
converting the palaces of the Maharajas 
of Rajasthan into grand hotels that 
offered its guests the sumptuous lifestyle 
of the royalty. All through the Eighties 

and Nineties,  Kerkar parleyed that once-sick 
hotel – the Taj Mahal Palace Hotel in Mum-
bai – into a hotel group that embraced the US 
(Lexington Hotel in New York) and Europe 
(St. James’ Court in London). By 1981, the 
Taj Group had become the largest and most 
diversified hotel chain in India, with a range 
of city hotels in all five major metros, as well 
as beach resorts and palace hotels.  Kerkar 
was first and foremost a legendary hotelier, 
more than any other characteristic such as 
financial acumen or strategic planning, and 
in the building up of The Indian Hotels Com-
pany Limited, the hotelier led the way.

In the late 70`s and 80`s, under 
his stewardship, the Taj launched 
Indian restaurants under the Taj 
banner around the world, the first 
one in Tokyo, then in Osaka, Hong 
Kong, Oman-Muscat and the well-
known Raga in Manhattan, New 
York. Subsequently, the Monkey 

Business restaurant was opened at 
Truffle Grand Square in London and 
finally the famous Bombay Brasserie 

Restaurant in south-west London.

Contiuned on page  34
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followed by others.   Oberoi was the first 
to establish flight catering operations in 
India, in 1959. 

 Realizing that the hotel and hospitality 
business is greatly dependent on travel 
agents, he established his own travel 
agency, Mercury Travels. His chain of 
hotels meanwhile continued to grow as 
he converted old and dilapidated palaces, 
historical monuments and heritage 
buildings into magnificent hotels. In 1943,   
Oberoi was conferred the title of Rai 
Bahadur by the British Government in 
recognition of his services to the Crown. 
The Hall of Fame by the American Soci-
ety of Travel Agents (ASTA) and the Man 
of the World Award by the International 
Hotel Association (IHA), New York were 
among the many accolades of honour and 
recognition that he was bestowed with. 
He was conferred with the title of Repub-
lic, First Class by the President of Egypt 
and an Honorary Doctorate of Business 
Administration from the International 
Management Centre, Buckingham, UK. 

 Newsweek named him Elite Winners 
of 1978. The PHDCCI Millennium award 
in 2000 was presented to him in recogni-
tion of his entrepreneurial and business 
success. In 2001, the Government of India 
accorded him the Padma Bhushan. 

Expanding the business, and later his 
foray into politics (he stood and won the 
1962 Rajya Sabha and 1967 Lok Sabha 
elections) were his all- encompassing 
passions. 

Oberoi always displayed a fiercely inde-
pendent mind. His dynamic leadership 
till the age of 103 put the Oberoi Group 
on the world map. A humble man despite 
his achievements, he was 
fond of saying, “I have been 
able to accept the challenge 
and make good is comfort 
in knowing that whatever, 
I have achieved has helped 
to raise the prestige of my 
country.” 

In 1991, the Taj Group and the State Gov-
ernment of Kerala formed a joint venture, 
the first of its kind, to open 8 Taj hotels in 
Kerala, thus exploiting a destination that 
soon went on the international Best Des-
tinations to Visit map, for its scenic beauty 
and rich tradition.

In 1993, the Taj Group set up the Indian 
Institute of Hotel Management in Aurang-
abad, and built a luxury hotel beside it so 
that students can get on-the-job training. 

 Under Kerkar`s leadership, the Taj 
Group diversified into the airline catering 
business at India`s major airports. His 
contribution to the airline industry was rec-
ognized by his being the only non-executive 
director on the board of Air India (Interna-
tional) and Indian Airlines (Domestic) for 
three consecutive terms.  Kerkar was also 
appointed a member of the National Com-
mittee on Tourism.

The Taj is the only hotel group of its kind 
in the world where every rupee that the 
Taj earned went to charity, because every 
single share belonged to the Tata Trusts. In 
order to undertake the ambitious expansion 
project spearheaded by   Kerkar, the IHCL 
was went public in 1970.

In the late 70`s and 80`s, under his stew-
ardship, the Taj launched Indian restaurants 
under the Taj banner around the world, 
the first one in Tokyo, then in Osaka, Hong 
Kong, Oman-Muscat and the well-known 
Raga in Manhattan, New York. Subsequent-
ly, the Monkey Business restaurant was 
opened at Truffle Grand Square in London 
and finally the famous Bombay Brasserie 
Restaurant in south-west London.

Simultaneously in India,   Kerkar intro-
duced international cuisine and new dining 

experiences in the Taj Hotels 
by inviting world-renowned 
chefs to feature their cuisine 
in its restaurants. The 
trailblazing French Chef Paul 
Bocuse known for his Nou-
velle Cuisine presented his 

menu to Bombay’s elite for the Taj Mahal 
Palace’s 75th anniversary. 

In 1997, on 22nd May,  Ajit B. Kerkar 
for all his contribution and pioneering 
achievements in the hospitality industry, 
was honored and awarded with the degree 
of Doctor of Business Administration in 
Hospitality Management, Honoris Causa by 
the Johnson and Wales University, State of 
Rhode Island. 

Inspired by the past, built for the future: 
The Taj is an Institution in its own right. For 
the past – decades, the Taj has remained on 
the list of the world`s Top Ten Hotels. It is 
one of the world`s grand hotels – distinc-
tive, imposing, conservative and elegant, a 
repository of gracious tradition, a civic focal 
point.

In April 1947, the then IHCL Managing 
Director   A.P. Sabavala, convened a meet-
ing of the other Hotel Companies, operating 
in India, Rai Bahadur Oberoi, Chairman, 
The Associated Hotels of India Ltd. and   
G. V. Pike from Spencer & Co. Ltd. They 
decided to form a National Hotel & Restau-
rant Association of India.

Bombay was the first to form a Regional 
Hotel & Restaurant Association for Western 
& Central India. Headquartered in the 
Taj Mahal Hotel, the Association started 
functioning on 1st June 1950.

The Federation of Hotel & Restaurant 
Associations of India (FHRAI) was estab-
lished in 1953, after the establishment of all 
four Regional Associations. Rai Bahadur 
Oberoi was elected as the first President of 
The Federation and   A.P. Sabavala as the 
Vice-President.

  Rai Bahadur Oberoi was President of 
FHRAI from 1955 to 1959.

  ABK was the President of the Associa-
tion from 1969 to 1980.

The hotel industry in India has witnessed 
many highs and lows in its journey of sixty 
years. The Tourist Department’s first office 
was opened in Bombay only six months, 
after the commencement of the Association.

Subir Bhowmick
Executive Member , SIHRA
Director (Planning & Development )
TAJGVK Hotels & Resorts Ltd , Hyderabad
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Emergence of Bengaluru as the IT 
capital of India necessitated quality 
accommodation to service the needs 

of the industry in a big way towards the 
beginning of the new century. The investors 
seized the opportunity and hotels started 
sprouting up across the city at a fast pace. The 
number of hotels opened in the city in the 
last decade or so knows no bounds. Between 
2006 and 2013, the number of classified room 
inventory in the city has almost quadrupled. 
In place of 2,400 classified hotel rooms in the 
city in 2006, by 2013 the number has gone 
up to 8,500. The city’s skyline today is dot-
ted with several international and domestic 
brands. 

Industry pundits believe that development 
in the hospitality industry is expected to 
continue for some more time in Bengaluru. 
According to HVS India report for the hotel 
industry, Bengaluru is expected to surpass 
Delhi in terms of the number of hotel rooms 
buy 2018. Currently the city ranks third 

in this respect, behind 
Mumbai and Delhi. The 
growth in new hotel 

rooms is expected to be about 125 per cent, 
the survey forecasts. If the projects in the 
pipeline become a reality, Bengaluru will 
more than double the inventory in the next 
five years. The distribution of new supply is 

expected to be even across all segments of 
hotels, with highest in budget segment.

Demand-Supply changes
The growth in supply of hotel rooms in the 
last five years (2008-13) in Bengaluru was at a 

Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 
21.7 per cent. Along with supply growth, the 
demand also increased in excess of the supply 
in the last five years. The demand grew 22.4 
per cent (HVS Report). However, additional 
supply has had its impact on room rates 
across all kinds of hotels. The Average Room 
Rate (ARR) declined at a CAGR of 10.8 per 

Bengaluru:
Challenging Times Ahead

The Silicon Valley of India, Bengaluru, has seen unprecedented growth in hotel 

development in the last few years. If trends are anything to be relied on, the 

development matrix would continue unabated in the coming years to catapult 

Bengaluru as the city with second highest room inventory market in the country.  

SIHRA News explores the emerging Hotel-scape in the Southern metropolis

RAHUL KANWAR
Executive Assistant Manager, 
The Zuri Whitefield Bangalore
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cent between 2008 and 
2013. The occupancies 
have dropped in the city 
from a whopping 80 per 
cent in 2005-06 to 55 per 

cent in 2012-13. The RevPAR crashed more 
than four per cent between 2010 and 2013 to 
Rs 3,351.

The city’s near total business and corpo-
rate orientation continues to hold sway. The 
recurring slowdown in the global economy 
and its ill-effect on the IT and ITES business 
had its resonance in the over all business 
atmosphere in the city as well.  The words of 
Rahul Kanwar, Executive Assistant Manager, 
The Zuri Whitefield Bangalore amply ratifies 
the general sentiment in the industry: “The 
challenge here is that the demand is increas-
ing but the pace is slower compared to the 
gradual increase in supply leaving its impact 
on average occupancies. The demand and 
supply constraint still exists – therefore occu-
pancies have also shown peaks and valleys.” 
Parul Thakur, General Manager, JW Mar-
riott Bengaluru confirms this vulnerability 
because of over dependence on corporate 
business. “With corporate travellers account-
ing for almost 80 per cent of the hospitality 
demand in the city, the industry experiences 
a certain amount of vulnerability towards 
economic changes. Consequently, Bengaluru 
does face fluctuations in terms of demand 
and supply. With an influx of a number of 
new entries in the market, the industry is 
prone to over-supply of rooms which subse-
quently affects near term impact and results 

in slightly decreased demand, but in the long 
run, has a positive and buoyant outcome,” 
said Thakur. The Marriott Group has large 
presence in the market like JW Marriott Ben-
galuru; Bengaluru Marriott Hotel Whitefield, 
Asia’s first Fairfield and Ritz Carlton.

Despite the inclement business conditions, 
the demand for hotels did not show any 
slowdown. Demand for hospitality services 
continued to grow at a healthy pace.  “Despite 

the increased competi-
tion, we have not seen 
a very unstable micro 
market. Over time, the 

new supply has managed to constantly gen-
erate new demand and sustain its offering. In 
fact, the micro markets themselves seem to 
have stabilised and each player has managed 
to find its own share of the business pie,” said 
Zubin Songadwala, General Manager, ITC 

Gardenia Bangalore.
“Bengaluru has seen a tremendous growth 

in terms of the product offering with big 
brands coming in with multiple proper-
ties. With the coming of new inventory 
and international players into the market, a 
trend we’ve noticed is that while the supply 
is increasing, the demand is slowly picking 
up as well. Players in micro markets like 
Whitefield have benefitted as there was a 
ready demand and less supply to match that. 
However, new inventory in the city centre is 
facing challenges as the supply was already 
enough to accommodate demand in the area. 
The market is understanding and becoming 
aware of all the brands that have come in to 
the city and are now willing to pay the extra 
price to receive better services. This will 
ensure that while the supply has come in, the 
demand will soon catch up and match the 
supply by the end of this year and early 2015. 
This will also be boosted by the Aeroshow in 
2015 and other major city events,” observed 
Saurabh Bakshi, General Manager, Sheraton 
Bangalore.

The supply of hotel rooms increased 
manifold with the entry of new brands and 
multinational companies. This has resulted 
in a drastic change in the supply and demand 
ratio, resulting in creation of a buyer’s market 
currently, opined Prashant Sharma, General 
Manager, Mövenpick Hotel & Spa, Bangalore. 
“There are more players aspiring for busi-
ness from the same market share. So pricing 
strategies have changed, resulting in changes 

ZUBIN SONGADWALA
General Manager,  

ITC Gardenia Bangalore

SAURABH BAKSHI
General Manager,  

Sheraton Bangalore
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in occupancy pattern 
as well. However, occu-
pancy pattern does not 
depend on pricing alone. 
One needs to take into 

account city events, seasonality and other 
details to measure occupancy performance 
year on year,” he added.

Emergence of strong 
micro-markets
The emergence of strong and independent 
micro-markets has actually helped the 
industry sustain despite the slowdown. 
Whitefield, Export Promotion Industrial 
Park (EPIP), Narsapur, Outer Ring Road 
(ORR) have become independent micro 
markets. According to Kanwar, hotels in 
these micro markets tried to leverage the 
local demand and fared comparatively better 
than hotels in the Central Business District 
(CBD). “Hotels in the old CBD of Bengaluru 
have primarily been impacted because of the 
influx of international brands. In fact, hotels 
which have opened in the independent micro 
markets have fared better than expected,” he 
added. Bakshi also expressed similar views. 
Players in micro markets like Whitefield 
have benefitted as there was a ready demand 
and less supply to match that. However, new 
inventory in the city centre is facing chal-
lenges as the supply was already enough to 
accommodate demand in the area, he said. 

“Sheraton Bangalore hasn’t been affected to 
a great extent as our demand comes from 
areas like Peenya, which still have a sufficient 
demand,” Bakshi said.

“With the increased expansion of the IT 
hub to the Whitefield area, we have seen a 
slew of new hospitality players set up proper-
ties in Whitefield to cater to the burgeoning 
demand. The northern part of Bengaluru is 
also seeing a spurt in the hospitality business 

owing to its proximity to 
the recently revamped 
Kempegowda Inter-
national Airport,” said 
Songadwala. 

“The trending micro markets currently are 

north Bengaluru, Whitefield, and ORR apart 
from the traditional CBD - MG Road. This 
has worked well for the business as guests 
prefer staying close to place of business. With 
the emergence of new business houses, tech-
parks and office buildings in these areas, a 
demand has been created within these micro 
markets,” informed Sharma.

Where the industry is 
heading?
There are mixed views about the future of 
Bengaluru. There are people who say that the 
industry is about to see a ‘price war’ as com-
petition gets tougher. However, there is an 
opposite view that new supplies would bring 
in new demand. “While talks of supply being 
more than demand play threat to prevailing 
ARRs, we are very optimistic about what the 
year ahead will bring for us; hopeful that our 
hotel will continue to ramp up business and 
gain market share,” said Bakshi. According to 
real estate forecasts, around 40 million sq ft of 
new office space will be built in the city over 
a period of next five years. A large chunk of 
this space is for IT and ITES segment. 

Songadwala said, “Investment in IT con-
tinues at a steady pace and we have seen the 

city’s infrastructure rise to meet this growing 
opportunity. Over the last few years, small, 
medium, as well as luxury hotels along with 
service apartments have seen a boost and we 
are confident that we can sustain business in 
the years to come,” he added. �

PARUL THAKUR
General Manager,  

JW Marriott Bengaluru

PRASHANT SHARMA
General Manager, Mövenpick 

Hotel & Spa, Bangalore
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THE workplace scenario in the 
hospitality sector is no different than 

a battle ground where day-to-day strategies 
are penned, superiors provide feedback 
based on the number of tasks that are 
skillfully accomplished in a day, a balance 
sheet of an individual is maintained and 
necessary altercations are made as per the 
norms.  Interestingly, the hospitality staff is 
going through a paradigm shift with a larger 
portion of Gen Y employees entering the 
industry. The pop-culture, technology and 
marketing skills that Gen Y has grown up in, 
if nurtured well rather than striking it down 
as problematic, would improve the work 
culture in the industry. The challenge that 
lies ahead with managers and supervisors 

is adopting to Gen Y’s tools and attitudes 
towards the work. 

Being skilled with technology is one of 
Gen Y’s virtues. They are innovative and 
possess entrepreneur skills. In today’s digi-
tal age, original ideas and creative solutions 
from Gen Y can translate the hotel business 
into a profitable offering. By employing 
people with fresh eyes, few preconceptions, 
hospitality industry can benefit from them 
for building relationships between senior 
management or regular guests. Although, 
Gen Y comprises a confident workforce, 
they are highly changeable and capri-
cious with their career choices. Gen Y has 
a tendency to be impatient which makes 
them feel as if they are “stuck in the rut” 

Understanding the new-age workforce: 

Gen Y is most often misconstrued as a problematic generation. Their attributes like lack of respect towards the superiors, 

immediate financial gratification, quick appraisals are perceived negatively by most employers. However, in the coming 

years Gen Y will make up for most of the workforce across industries including hospitality. So, who are these Gen Y 

employees, what is their line of thought and how HR managers are managing this generation? Neha Pradhan, analyses the 

strengths of Gen Y as well as the challenges that block the road to development with industry experts
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ANIL MOHAN
 Sr Vice President, Human 
Resources, Jaypee Hotels

RANJU ALEX
General Manager, Goa Marriott 

Resort & Spa

RITU SINGH VERMA
Regional Director, Human Resources, 

South Asia -Starwood Asia Pacific 
Hotels & Resorts Pte. Ltd.

ZUBIN GHIARA
Vice President, Human 

Resources & Development, 
Sarovar Hotels Pvt. Ltd.

KAVAL VERMA
Director Human Resources, 

South West Asia, IHG

for ages, even after completing a few years 
at the organisation. Hence, attrition is one 
of the major challenges faced by Human 
Resources in the hospitality industry. “Attri-
tion is one of the biggest problems with 
Gen-Y staff. The generation is highly skilled 
and tech savvy. At the same time they are 
very demanding and keep their work life 
balance on high priority,” said Kaval Verma, 
Director Human Resources, South West 
Asia, IHG. This indicates that Gen Y is 
certainly adept with certain skills, however 
most certainly their professional aesthetics 
need to be honed during their stay in the 
organisation. Hence, an efficient recruiting 
plan helps in maintaining the ebb and flow 
of the organisation. 

 A large number of candidates that enter 
the corporate culture are fresher who defi-
nitely hold laurels in their hands, however, 
lack on the savoir-faire of the industry. This 
huge pool of talent, hence needs to be nur-
tured by the superiors for the organisation 
to benefit from their dynamism. “Gen Y 
prefers to self-manage and they expect man-
agers to play the role of a mentor. So, com-
panies should provide structured autonomy 
for their Gen Y staff, where supervisors and 
managers serve as coaches and mentors to 
constantly nurture the need for learning and 
growth. At Starwood, we adopt matrixes 
rather than a hierarchical organisational 
structure,” said Ritu Singh Verma- Regional 
Director, Human Resources, South Asia 
-Starwood Asia Pacific Hotels & Resorts 
Pte. Ltd. 

As the hospitality industry is an organi-
sation that thrives on the human resource, 
one needs to understand and make amends 
in the company structure to ensure that 
Gen Y associates aren’t deprived of enough 

opportunities to evolve and grow in the 
organisation. “As a global company we 
should be able to provide a career path to 
our younger staff from and develop in them 
what we call “Win with Talent” competen-
cies that will help them on their journey,” 
opined Ritu Singh Verma. Allocating the 
right resources at the opportune juncture 
of Gen Y’s career development will prove 
beneficial for the organisation. “At Star-

wood, we have a program called Starwood 
Careers that goes beyond talent acquisition 
to include development and retention. With 
Starwood Cares as the guiding principle, 
our Associates are engaged and empowered 
to go an extra mile, thus building guest loy-
alty in them. As a global company, we are 
able to provide opportunities that include 
international employment and cross expo-
sure,” she added.

Flexible freedom
Freedom of thought and speech at a work-
place is an enticing piece of cake that most 
relish. Nevertheless, an acute pinch in the 
employee’s idea of a liberal work-place 
may create a havoc in the organisational 
structure. Hence, the need of the hour is 

to manage these expectations while main-
taining the discipline of the workplace. 
“The flexibility in thought process allows 
employees to meet their expectations in a 
manner that may not fit into the traditional 
norm. For example, a Front Office Manager 
may seek growth in being appraised as a 
Food & Beverage Manager, regarding it as a 
new challenge, and not the norm; a Training 
Manager may grow by moving into opera-

tions at a senior level. These movements can 
happen only when organisations are willing 
to think different. Ensuring work life bal-
ance comes from being tougher about bet-
ter time management at every level of the 
organisation. Productivity increases and 
in the long term employees are happier,” 
said Zubin Ghiara, Vice President, Human 
Resources & Development, Sarovar Hotels 
Pvt. Ltd. 

Additionally, “an industry where creative 
solutions and problem solving skills are to 
be exercised daily, Gen Y can translate their 
innovative ideas into applicable skills by 
adopting new management styles to lead 
others in new ways. This can be achieved by 
involving the Gen Y in differentiating the 
hotel’s offering from competitors, thinking 
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up new strategies for hotel marketing and 
sales, creating innovation in hotel inte-
rior design, contemporary eco development 
planning, conceptualising new website 
design, mind mapping of holiday and busi-
ness travel package ideas and developing 
innovative new methodologies,” explained 
Anil Mohan , Sr Vice President, Human 
Resources, Jaypee Hotels. 

Another interesting way to nurture 
Gen Y’s liberal ideas is allowing Gen Y to 
choose for themselves by making available 
exclusive opportunities. “IHG has one of 
the best training modules in the industry 
which leads to retaining of our colleagues 
in hotels. Other than training modules our 
Management Trainee programme specifi-
cally designed for Gen Y is an 18 months 
fast track programme which allows them 
to have a flavour of all the core depart-
ments of a hotel in first six months post 
which they can decide which department 
they would like to specialise in. This pro-
gramme has been a huge success for us as 
it gives the flexibility to Gen Y in terms 
of deciding their own career,” said Kaval 
Verma. More over, “Marriott ‘Open Door 
Policy’ which has existed in the company 
for close to 86 years encouraged associates 
to voice their opinions. Marriott also has 
many ‘Associate Relations’ activities and 
believes in ‘Fun at Work.’ A number of CSR 
activities are also conducted and associates 
can volunteer for them. As a company we 
are constantly upgrading our technology. 
Today, our associates can use a Marriott 
App which gives them information on the 
best practices from Marriott hotels across 
the world on customer service,” answered 
Ranju Alex, General Manager, Goa Mar-
riott Resort & Spa. 

Empowering the 
organisation
Most Gen Y employees arrive at the organi-
sation’s doorstep with acquired set of skills. 
Many will assert that they have to ‘unlearn’ 
to ‘relearn’. It is hence, in the company’s 
best interests to advocate and utilise Gen 
Y’s talent to empower the functioning of 
the organisation. “With their knowledge 
of technology and immense capacity of 

inter personal skills Gen Y Associates can 
enhance and build on a guest experience 
and make the business grow its pool of loyal 
guests,” said Alex. 

Born to be known as the tech-savvy 
generation, Gen Y’s core skills are based 
on operations and creative solutions. “On 
technology, hoteliers must realise that being 
tech-savvy is a natural core strength of 
Gen Y employees. These employees would 
be most happy when every process in the 
operations is attuned to their strength. Be 
it reservations, sales & marketing, com-
munication, performance management or 
training. Hoteliers, who don’t adapt to using 
the latest in technology, would not be able to 
build loyalty among their employees,” sug-
gested Ghiara. 

“The key lies in harnessing their energy 
and positive traits and giving them a direc-
tion wherein they could optimise their 
talent and their potential for personal and 
professional growth,” Ritu Singh Verma 
advocated.

Positive reinforcement
It is essential to understand today’s young 
employees in order to create and implement 
work-place strategies. Organisations that 
look into employee engagement and go an 
extra mile to retain the staff fosters a healthy 
environment. While there is no one way 
to improve employee productivity, experts 

suggest a 360 degree engagement strat-
egy for employee development in the hotel 
industry. “Social networks are a way of life 
for Gen Y employees and they want to be 
always connected to their friends and fam-
ily, even during work hours. Since, employ-
ees are answering e-mails and having calls 
outside of work hours, they should be able 
to be more social at work. There needs to 
be a new employment contract that allows 
for more flexibility, where work is more 
focused on results rather than time spent in 
the office,” replied Mohan. 

Today, HR programs at most of the 
luxury hotels have embraced personalised 
employee engagement strategies. “At 
Starwood Asia Pacific, we conscientiously 
build up a Culture of Care. ‘Starwood 
Care’ embraces Care for Associates, Care 
for Guests, Care for Business and Care for 
Community. Our goal is to empower our 
employees across functions, levels and 
geographies to meaningfully engage with 
one another, our guests, our business and 
our community, thus creating meaningful 
and unparalleled experiences for all. At 
Starwood we follow a multi-pronged strat-
egy for recruitment which is a part of our 
overall HR Strategy of Attract, Develop, 
Retain (ATR),” said Ritu Singh Verma. 
“Associates at Marriott are given a sense of 
belonging to the company, all parameters of 
the business, be it financial or guest related 
are shared with the staff on regular basis. 
The workforce is motivated to contribute 
and own the results of the company. There 
are several activities planned for associates 
on a weekly basis to break the monotony of 
work,” Alex explained.

In the end, fostering the right environ-
ment for Gen Y would heap huge return 
on investment. After all, the Millennials 
are the brand ambassadors of the organisa-
tion, hence providing them “continuous 
training and development initiatives at 
the unit and corporate level, structured 
tailor-made growth plans, regular employee 
engagement activities, open and transpar-
ent functioning at all levels and invest-
ment in technology development” will  
create an innovative and modern workplace 
atmosphere. �
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EXPECTATIONS FROM NEW GOVERNMENT

FHRAI demands inclusion of hotels & restaurants in negative 
list of Service Tax till GST comes into force
FEDERATION of Hotel & Restaurant Associations of India 

(FHRAI) in their pre-budget memorandum submitted to the 
Union government has demanded inclusion of hotel accommodation 
and air-conditioned restaurants in the negative list of Service Tax 
till Goods & Services Tax (GST) comes into force. Supporting the 
early introduction of GST, the FHRAI memorandum asked capping 
of composite tax burden on tourism sector under GST at eight 
percent. A delegation of FHRAI, led by the President, S M Shervani 
participated in a high-level pre-budget meeting, chaired by Rajiv 
Takru, Secretary (Revenue), Government of India.

Among the key demands, FHRAI has urged lowering of the 
threshold figure of Rs 200 cr set for eligibility under Infrastructure 
Lending List for hotel projects to a reasonable Rs 50 cr so that hotel 
projects catering to diverse market segments can leverage benefits out 
of it. Instead of being applicable only with prospective effect, FHRAI 
demands this benefit should also be available to operational and 
under-construction hotels and they may be allowed to switch over 
their existing loans to the terms applicable for infrastructure projects.

The memorandum among other things also urges the govern-
ment to permit Selected Term Lending Financial Institutions to 

float industry specific tax free bonds, 
so that these institutions can mobilise 
funds and deploy that fund to help 
asset creation in the tourism industry. 
FHRAI also repeats the long pend-
ing demand of rationalisation of taxes so as to position India as a 
globally competitive destination. Rationalisation of our industry's 
multiple tax structure is needed, so as to position India as a globally 
competitive tourist destination.

Outlining FHRAI's key proposals, Shervani said, “The past two 
years have been a particularly challenging phase for the industry, 
due to the impact of continued global economic uncertainties and 
a sharp domestic downturn. However, despite these adverse head-
winds, the long-term potential of India's tourism sector and its 
strategic role in supporting our country's quest for inclusive growth 
remains undiminished. In this scenario, FHRAI's recommendations 
for the forthcoming Union Budget have focused on policy measures 
which can allow our industry to deftly navigate the myriad near-
term challenges which we confront and also build a strong founda-
tion for the sector's rapid and sustainable future growth.”�

The Travels and Tourism industry of India 
expects major pro tourism initiatives from 
the new government. The industry also 
expects tourism to be a key sector to drive 
socio-economic progress and earn foreign 
exchange for the country.

Tourism must be recognized as industry 
and must be given due incentive oriented 

returns for all tourism promotions. The areas of common interest for 
promotion of tourism include: 
■  Infrastructure 
 � Connectivity : Road, Rail, Air connectivity at economic rates.
 � Power : 24/7 at a uniform tariff system.
 �  Safety and security developing Tourism friendly security 

system & personel.
 � Hygiene and sanitation / engaging NGO’s
 � Seamless travel or one time national tax payments.
 � Uniform licenses, taxations and service taxes nationally.
■  Hassle-free and time bound clearance of new projects from local 

administration / Health Department / Food Safety / Environment 
/ Pollution control / Town & Country planning / Municipal Cor-
porations, Police Department / Excise / Customs etc.

■  Hassle-free & time bound renewal of all licenses for classification 
of Hotels & Restaurants through a E-Verification process of the 

amenities & Standards in a transparent manner. 
■  Public Private Participation:  PPP mode of operations in all the 

above areas, promoting home stays by way of theme villages thus 
promoting rural tourism, creating ideal village atmosphere of 
inclusive farming and cultivation, weaving & handloom, cattle, 
poultry, fishing and cultural depiction in a “live in village” set up 
involving local area people for inclusive growth.

■  E-visa authorization and easing out, visa permission so as to 
attract tourist from across the globe.

■  Biometric enrollment / scanning procedure is essential for security 
reason, on the same should be implemented at all immigration 
counters at international airports of India so that tourists do not 
have to visit visa center for the cumbersome procedure. 

■  Local District Administration of tourism important destinations 
should be adequately authorized and funded for maintaining 
safety, security, hygiene and cleanliness. 

■  Commercial traders of these destinations must publish approved 
rate list of all commodities duly approved by the local administra-
tion.

■  Trespassers and beggars not to be present in any tourism 
destination.

■  Preventive maintenance of all transport, power, IT infrastructure 
and ancient monuments.

■  Concessions and rebates to be extended for less visited areas 

S.RAJAMOHAN 
PRINCIPAL, Institute of Hotel 

Management Catering Technology 

& Applied Nutrition, Chennai
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■  Abolishment of Service Tax as the 
industry is being subject to various 
State level duties for the same services. 
While charging service tax on a sale that 
has already suffered VAT and hence it 
is double taxation. Several courts have 
given views pointing this aspect and the 
Govt should remove the ambiguity.

■  Reducing the minimum project cost 
stipulated for inclusion of hotels in the 
RBI’s Infrastructure lending list from 
the present rupees 200 crore to a more 
reasonable threshold of rupees 50 crore 
will go a long way in the country achieve 
its full potential for tourism.

■  Address the funding constraints which 
hotels encounter, especially those in the 
budget and mid-scale category. Hotels 
are capital intensive, long gestation proj-
ects and the hospitality industry is inher-
ently cyclical. As such, to be financially 
viable, they should have access to diverse 
sources of low-cost long-term finance.

■  Hotels provide service to foreign visi-
tors and the amount derived should be 
treated as export earnings like that of 
the manufacturing industry that get the 
benefit of exporting earning.

At the Regional and State levels various 
impediments and hurdles affect Hotel 

operation viz. all 
matters concern-
ing the liquor 
licenses, stringent 
laws under CRZ 
regulations, the 
unreasonable 
categorizing of 
Hotels under ‘Red’ 
category by pollu-
tion control, lack of 
rationalization of 
the various taxes like Luxury Tax and VAT, 
difficulty in interstate movement because of 
no uniformity in issuance of Transport Per-
mit. In addition non availability of real estate 
in the right location and at the right price 
and the Government’s inability to help the 
industry with a policy is a further obstacle to 
expansion. 

We also seek intervention of the Central 
Government in counselling the state govern-
ments to ensure rationalisation of various 
taxes and cess and take a pragmatic view in 
the clearance of pollution control, fire license 
and also in issuance of bar licenses. This will 
ensure growth of the hospitality industry, 
development of infrastructure of an area 
and also improve the economy of a state by 
paying taxes to the state exchequer.

R. SRINIVASAN
MD, Radha Regent,

Chennai, EC member SIHRA

I expect the new Government to 
speed up approval process at all levels, 
continue the few good programs 
implemented by the previous Govt. 
like the UIDAI Identity card to imple-
ment direct cash transfers instead of 
subsidy for one all. Entereprenuers are 
looked at as criminals who are about 
to do a grave mistake. They should 
be respected as investors encouraged 
to continue the good work of invest-
ment and generation of employment 
opportunities.

EXPECTATIONS FROM NEW GOVERNMENT

We seek a pro active policy to ensure

T . NATARAAJAN 
CEO GRT HOTELS &  

RESORTS PVT LTD &  

Honorary Secretary SIHRA

A NEW GOVERNMENT AND EXPECTATIONS FOR 
TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY
■  Infrastructure status should be such that hotels should 

get lower rates of interest on loans and long term depths 
over 15 years to pay back.

■  We should also get a single window clearance for all 
licences and permissions to start a hotel.there are over 
100 permissions required that delays projects by over 2 years.

■  It should be affordable for people using hotel services. If vat , luxury tax and service 
tax can be rationalized to a reasonable level as it adds up to a large percentage of hotel 
expenditure. Then more number of people will make use of hotel services. There will 
be an increase in demand.

■  Tourist location connectivity-Infrastructure to tier 2 cities for example hampi. It takes 
a good 6 hrs drive with no way side facility like toilet etc. Basic infrastructure needs 
to improve. 

■  Tourism will provide employment as well as foreign exchange

CHENDER BALJEE 
Chairman & Managing Director - 

Royal Orchid Hotels Limited

for promotional purpose. Promotional 
activities to be enhanced with rebates on 
taxation and service charges.

■  Skill development of the youth in all 
inter disciplinary service sectors which 
are in close coordination with tourism, 
promoting entrepreneurship in small 
sectors of these related service sectors at a 
preferably lower rate of interest. 

■  Enhancement of existing hotel schools 
not only in terms of hardware but also 
software.

■  Promoting North Eastern States and 
Andaman & Nicobar, Lakshadweep 
Island with the Golden triangle tourist 
destinations.
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TO become legendary, both people and 
things must be remarkable enough 

in a certain characteristic or skill to stand 
apart from their peers. Some definitions of 
legendary even imply that these people or 
things must become famous (or infamous) 
enough to be spoken of as folklore... 
regardless of whether they are still alive or 
not, in favour or tainted, real or fictional.

Let’s look at a few restaurants that 
significant groups, either by size or by 
distinction, consider legendary:
■  Casa Botin founded in Spain in 1725, 

acknowledged as the oldest restaurant by 
historians

■  Noma in Denmark hailed as 2014’s best 
restaurant in the world by Restaurant 
Magazine

■  Da Silvano in New York loved devotedly 
by its patrons, for its terrific Tuscan food 
amongst other things

Firstly, is it accurate to consider all these 
restaurants legendary?

Next, if one were to draw a parallel 
between legendary restaurants and legendary 
people for instance, what might legends like 
Meryl Streep, Sachin Tendulkar and Auguste 
Escoffier have in common?

To answer these questions, let’s start with 
who decides whether or not these people and 
restaurants are legends.

It’s quite straightforward really. All related 
groups of people who:
a)   Evaluate a brand (person or restaurant) 

from various perspectives and
b)   Tell its story
...have the right to label someone or 
something as legendary.

The groups that make up this ecosystem 
and decide who is legendary are:
■  The brand’s audiences (in our case 

restaurant patrons)
■   Industry technocrats (in our case 

culinarians)
■   Industry historians and
■  The media

Brands these days often tango with groups 
within this ecosystem. At times, they do this 
in the hope that they might influence the 
progress of their brand towards becoming 
one within that coveted circle. There are 
instances when a brand attempting to 
become legendary indeed has the substance 
to warrant its rise. There are also instances 
where undeserving brands try and climb this 
ladder through any means possible. While 

it is true that “followers” can sometimes 
be bought these days; it is the collective 
responsibility of the ecosystem along with 
the due diligence of its intelligent audience 
that eventually encourages the truth about 
the substance of the brand to prevail.

When I hear someone speak about a 
particular brand with a certain passion 
and conviction and then hear the same 
story repeated by several others with equal 
emotion, then the consistency of it leads me 
to believe that the claims are quite likely to 
be true. Further, if and when I experience 
the brand for myself and discover the same 
feeling of value, I “know” it to be true. I might 
then even be inclined to repeat that story to 
others... thereby propagating the legend. 
Now I am no longer simply an audience of 
the brand but an advocator of it, in fact... a 
fan! I am part of a tribe that not just endorses 
it but helps it grow, protects it and may even 
get possessive about it.

How is this achieved deliberately and 
sustainably?

The answer is through three simple, yet 
powerful endeavours that you will find in 
common between all legendary brands:
■  Passion: Enough to take the creative risk 

  The Making of 
a Legendary Restaurant
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to walk a path either not travelled or less 
travelled.

■  Dedication: Enough to continue practis-
ing its competencies unwaveringly and 
correcting its mistakes resolutely, despite 
all of its previously earned achievements.

■  Resolve: Enough to overcome challenges 
indefatigably (with visible confidence 
ranging on occasion from a quiet grit to 
even demonstrative brashness).

In the restaurant context, here are some 
examples of specific practices in a few 
legendary restaurants, that their owners 
felt have contributed towards making their 
eateries legendary:

 Examples of Passion
■  Created more than one never-before dish 

with sensibilities that challenged yet won 
the appreciation of its audiences.

■  Developed a unique management infor-
mation system that improved perfor-
mance measurement of the restaurant 
and thereby helped it take better deci-
sions.

 Examples of Dedication
■  Built the ability to truly listen to negative 

feedback while involving the entire team 
in a new way of customer interface that 
better met guest needs and wants.

■  Deputed line cooks to taste every one of 
their dishes that went out to each guest 
on their shift so as to hit the mark of 
excellence each time and never to take 
anyone for granted.

 Examples of Resolve
■  Braved strong staff opposition to changing 

a particular sensitive operational policy 
that had remained sluggish for decades, 
just because it suited them.

■  Dealt with and helped the team deal with 
a completely new way of decision making 
when new investors bought into the busi-
ness to help it grow.

In practical terms, the execution and 
sustained practise of all these initiatives 
were exceedingly tough to accomplish. In 
some way all of them have to do with a shift 
in mindset... one of the most challenging 
changes one can attempt in any organization. 
But then again, nobody said that becoming 
a legend was easy. Years, possibly decades, 
of effort towards such initiatives are clearly 
some of what go into making a legend.

The greatest clue of when a restaurant 
moves from being an invisible entity, through 
a partly recognised one and eventually into a 
legendary one is the transition of the degree 
of emotional engagement of its viewers. It is 
during such organizational transformation 
that one sees some of its audiences gradually 
becoming more and more hooked onto the 
brand and eventually becoming its fans.

A restaurant’s fans may not write a letter 
to a restaurateur in blood as they might 
to a movie star. They might however 
demonstrate their love through extreme 
positive comments when satisfied or extreme 
negative comments when disappointed. They 
may even show their faith in the restaurant 
brand by themselves initiating to undertake 
a franchise or by volunteering to do things 
for the brand gratis, like helping it find a new 
outlet location.

Legends, like everyone else, can also make 
mistakes, and do so every now and then. 

When that happens they are often judged 
more harshly than ordinary brands, since 
the expectations from them are clearly 
extraordinary. Humbly accepting this and 
continually endeavouring towards excellence 
is what helps the legend in its journey forward. 
Some legends die because they lapsed in core 
areas of excellence expected of them. Others 
die for something that might not even have 
been directly within the control of the 
promoters – such as an economic recession.

Either way, legendary restaurants like 
legendary people become so by standing 
taller than the rest in their class. They 
become famous not just by doing great 
things, but by doing them repeatedly. Fans 
consider repeated excellence important, 
since delivering excellence once or even a 
few times might simply be considered good 
luck. Consistent excellence however, can 
only be borne out of consistent deliberate 
effort. Therefore, people conclude that the 
brand behind it must be extraordinary and 
should be acknowledged as such.

“To be successful you have to be selfish, 
or else you will never achieve. And once you 
get to your highest level, then you have to be 
unselfish. Stay reachable. Stay in touch. Don’t 
isolate.” – Michael Jordan.

— Ravi Wazir is a 
hospitality business 
consultant and the 

author of “Restaurant 
Start-up: A Practical 

Guide” presently in 
its second edition on 

Amazon.
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FORTUNE PANDYAN HOTEL 
Fortune Pandyan Hotel, 

member ITC’s hotel group, 
Madurai, this year celebrates 
45 years of serving guests with 
Madurai’s traditional warmth 
and hospitality. The hotel 
opened its doors in 1968 as 
Pandyan Hotel. The hotel was 
part of the Taj group of hotels 
from 1976 to 1986 and has been 
part of ITC’s hotel group since 2003.

In the early 1960s Sri K. Kamaraj, the 
then Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu and 
Sri. R. Venkataraman, the then Industries 

Minister of Tamil Nadu (later 
President of India) who being 
visionaries felt that Madurai 
should have world class 
accommodation for development 
of tourism and industries in the 
state. They approached late Sri. 
P.C.M.Ganapathy, a prominent 
local businessman and Sir James 
Doak, Managing Director of 

Madura Mills, to build a star hotel in 
Madurai. Pandyan Hotel was conceived. Sir 
James Doak was the first Non-Executive 
Chairman of Pandyan Hotel who was 
followed by a number of British heads of 
Madura Mills. The last such Chairman was  
M.B.S. Henry.

The Hotel has played host to several 
illustrious guests in its 45 year history that 
includes the Hon’ble Mrs. Indira Gandhi, 
Prime Minister of India, Mother Theresa of 
Calcutta, Founder, Missionaries of Charity, 
His Majesty King Birendra and Queen

Aishwarya of Nepal, H E. Sri V. V. Giri, 
President of India, President of India, H.E. 
Sri. Giani Jail Singh, President of India. 
Pandyan was the Madurai address for The 
Hon’ble Chief Ministers of Tamil Nadu Selvi 
Jayalalithaa, Kalaingar Karunanidhi and 
Dr. M.G. Ramachandran. Fortune Pandyan 
was also fortunate to host Diplomats of 
several countries, Chief Justice of India, Vice 
President of Mauritius, and Chief Ministers 
of various states in India, celebrities from cine 

 P.C.M.Sundrapandiyan, MD paying respect to Mother Theresa in the hotel room.

Hotels Inaugural Tablet

Taj Groups Brochure

Name of the hotel after tie- up with ITC Group

M

v

PCM SANTHANAM
MD , Pandyan Hotel Pvt Ltd 

EC member SIHRA

Members of PCM family with the Hon’ble Chief Minister Selvi.Jayalalithaa.

About Madurai

Madurai is one of India's oldest 
cities with a history dating back to 

the 6th century B.C. It was the capital 
of the great Pandya Kingdom until the 
14th century and is now an important 
cultural, religious and commercial 
centre of South India. Madurai is a 
temple town famous for Sree Meenakshi 
Sundareswarar Temple. It is the second 
largest city in Tamil Nadu and is the 
nodal town for the entire South Tamil 
Nadu. Rameshwaram (175 Kms), 
Kanyakumari, Palani (100 Kms) and 
Kodaikannal (120 Kms) are some of the 
important places of tourist importance 
in south Tamil Nadu which can be easily 
reached from Madurai. Madurai is well 
linked by road, rail and air to major 
metros.
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field like Kamal Hasan, Vivek, Vijaykanth, industrialists like  Deveshwar, 
Chairman ITC and   John Ustas, CEO of Hindustan Coca-Cola.

Fortune Pandyan has evolved with changing times and steadfastly 
continues to promote the development of Madurai by serving visitors 
and locals. The hotel promotes local arts and cultural activities since 
opening its doors and for 45 years has proudly supported Ragapriya, a 
registered society that organizes monthly music concerts by eminent 
musicians. 

Today Fortune Pandyan continues to remain a landmark for 
hospitality in Madurai. The hotel was recently renovated in 2013 and 
is set amidst 3 acres of landscaped gardens. It has 57 well-appointed 
rooms which includes 28 standard rooms, 20 Fortune Club rooms, 6 
Exclusive Club rooms and 3 Suites. 

In addition to being centrally located on the main road of Madurai, it 
has all the modern facilities to satisfy today’s demanding business and 
leisure guests. The hotel facilities include a swimming pool, authentic 
Balinese spa, state-of-the-art gym, multi-cuisine Restaurant, barbeque 
outdoor restaurant, bar, pastry shop, florist, boutiques, business centre 
and several conference rooms for meetings and conferences from 10 to 
450 guests. The meeting facilities include a large outdoor lawn area that 
can accommodate up to 1,000 guests for weddings and parties. �

Wedding Hall

Swimming Pool

 P.C.M.Ganapathy Chettiar with Prime Minister Indra Gandhi and 

Raja Sir Muthia Chettiar

From left to right- C.Subramaniam, Dr.Karan Singh, P.C.M.Ganapathy Chettiar,  V.R.Nedunchezhiyan, Dr.Mrs.Sathiavani Muthu.

Ranjani and Gayathri; Gayathri Venkataraghavan; Mahathi; Vijay Siva; Sanjay Subramanian and Skkil Gurucharan
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Hotel Change-overs: 
The nouveau trend

They say that change is the only 

thing that’s constant. Seems like 

the Hotel industry has taken this 

saying too literally. The number 

of hotel conversions that have 

taken place in the last few years 

is raising eyebrows. Several 

international and Indian hoteliers 

are increasingly acquiring 

existing properties, selling 

properties and jumping brands. 

The same is said to continue 

this year. Shweta Ramsay talks 

to industry experts and tries 

to understand the reasons and 

benefits behind this trend 

IN the last few years, we have seen many 
hotel owners switch their brands, buy or 

sell existing hotels, rebrand themselves and 
more, while in this chaos, they all claim it’s 
is only going to help them grow. To give 
few examples of hotel conversions in the 
recent years includes Le Royal Meridien at 
Sahar, Mumbai converted to Hilton Mumbai 
International Airport Hotel; Starwood 
Hotels & Resorts took over the management 
of Royal Orchid Central Ahmedabad hotel 
from SAMHI Hotels Pvt Ltd. and Shangri 
La Mumbai now stands as Pallazio Hotel, 
Mumbai.

Recently InterContinental Hotels Group 
also had signed a management agreement 
with Eros Resorts and Hotels Ltd. to manage 
its two hotels in Delhi’s emerging business 
district of Mayur Vihar. Under the agreement, 
the hotels will be rebranded to IHG’s Crowne 
Plaza and Holiday Inn brands respectively. 
These twin hotels, were earlier managed by 

Hilton Worldwide under their Hilton and 
Double Tree by Hilton brand. 

Is this a healthy trend? Is it an effect of the 
economic slowdown? Many industry experts 
actually believe that this trend is favourable 
and their inclination seems to be more on the 
positive side.

There is no doubt that several hotels have 
been distressed due to the slowdown. To 
understand the latest trend of hotel conver-
sion, it’s important to understand the cur-
rent hotel supply, room supply and room 
revenue. 

The economic slowdown, industry experts 
said, is the key factor driving the deflagging 
trend. Hotel asset owners are getting impa-
tient and unwilling to foot the bill for opera-
tional expenses when hotels are not making 
money. Also increasingly operators are not 
able to meet the demands and expectation of 
owners in terms of investment. 

Elaborating on the latest trend, Param Kan-
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nampilly, Chairman & Managing 
Director, Concept Hospitality Pvt. 
Ltd. said, “Owners look for deliv-
erables and a good working rela-
tionship. As a leading Indian hotel 
management company, Concept 
Hospitality now has 29 operating 
properties and 30 more in the devel-
opment pipeline. Some of them are 
conversions because owners prefer our level 
of involvement and style of management.”

He further added, “A hotel owner will not 
look to interrupt his business with a brand 
change, unless essential. This is a serious 
decision involving a lot of cost and time. 
Some contracts have completed their life 
term, the other conversions are because the 
need to change is essential and the benefits 
outweigh the cost.”

Why the change?
There are numerous reasons for the owner 
operator partnerships to dissolve – in some of 
the cases; it was only end of contract term.

“However, the key reasons for the ter-
mination of operator agreements are poor 
operator-owner relationship and most of the 
time its emotional disconnect. Both parties 
may have merit in their side of argument but 
fail to find alignment. It could be as simple as 
enforcing the brand standards by the techni-
cal team of operator during construction 
of a project, where owner feels investment 
required is unreasonable. Operating perfor-
mance and debt serviceability has also been 
a key issue with owner’s disengaging with the 
brand,” explained Vinay Gupta, Vice Presi-
dent, SAMHI Hotels Pvt. Ltd.

Often, most new hotel feasibilities are 
undertaken in the economic up cycle and 
due to long development periods. Hotels end 
up opening in tougher economic climate and 
hence have difficulty in accepting market 
reality, leads to poor owner operator rela-
tions. According to Gupta, there have been 
occasions where brands have also disengaged 
from the relationship due to poor product 
development or FLS (Fire life safety) non 
compliance.

“Hotel conversions happen when new 
brand partnerships are established to 

improve the returns from the asset class by 
upgrading the product and or services. This 
was the case with the SAMHI’s acquisition 
of Royal Orchid and rebranding it to Four 
Points to benefit the hotel of international 
brand and distribution in order to drive bet-
ter rate and occupancies.  These are common 
asset management practices in mature econ-
omies, where brand selection and product 
development is based on marrying the brand 
strengths to the location, size and quality of 
the asset,” elucidated Gupta.

The reason behind hotel conversion has a 
lot to do with the owner’s confidence with the 
promise/delivery of their erstwhile brand, 
financial disharmony, and the owner’s pos-
sible confidence with a new brand’s distribu-
tion and earning capability. Rattan Keswani, 
Deputy Managing Director, Lemon Tree 
Hotels opined, “Most times there is disen-
gagement at various ends. The mismatch 
can be at either end. Some owners overbuild 
and overpay-then expect the brand to per-
form wonders which may not be possible. 
In a financially strapped market-it happens 
quicker, than when there is less pressure and 
a better ability to service the debt.” 

Industry gung-ho on 
conversion possibilities
Many industry aficionados believe that 
conversion offers an exciting new growth 
channel. Conversions can help global 
players expand more quickly in a country 
where hotel construction has slowed since 
the downturn in 2008 as developers shun 
capital-intensive projects often delayed by 
bureaucratic and regulatory hurdles.

Keswani mentioned that the reason for 
conversions is purely economic and due to 
a breakdown of relationships presently. “In 
mature markets it is done for valuation rea-
sons and financial realignment with sales of 

assets/participation of REITs etc. We 
have been part of two so far-having 
taken over the erstwhile Golden 
Tulip in Jaipur and the Le Meriden 
in Ahmedabad - both converted and 
rebranded as Lemon Tree Premiers,” 
he stated.
Compared to building hotels, which 

can take three to six years in India, 
buying and converting them can take lesser 
than a year and also this reduced develop-
ment risk. Conversions too require the new 
operator to be flexible in terms of building 
design. Sometimes costly improvements are 
needed. In India, the supply of hotels com-
ing onto the market tends to be best-suited 
to the mid-market brands of global players.

The concept of hotel conversions has 
been very popular with franchised hotels. 
However, with new-built hotels experienc-
ing significant delays, a tweaked version – 
combination of branding and management 
contract – of this strategy is being aggres-
sively pursued by hotel chains. Also, in a 
situation where there is little new supply of 
hotel rooms conversions reduce stress on 
pricing.

Finally Keswani concluded, “Hotel con-
versions are a reflection of the economic 
downturn. If the conversion is done well 
and for the right reasons with deliverables 
clearly accepted by both parties-it would 
benefit both. It’s a trend that’s just begun-
early to say-whether it will bring benefit in 
the near term.” 

In spite of being only two decades young, 
the Indian hospitality has had a steep growth 
curve. In the matured hospitality markets 
where an owner owns many hotels and 
resorts with various brands, conversions 
are frequent and therefore much more than 
India. Overall, we are now on par with the 
western brands and in some high growth 
categories, we are now the leaders.

Kannampilly concluded, “Rather than 
have a negative impact on the economy, a 
conversion can be seen as positive because it 
revitalises the asset and keeps employment 
stable. Hotel conversions indicate a dynamic 
industry with opportunity for growth. It is a 
mark of stability and maturity.” �

VINAY GUPTA
Vice President,  

SAMHI Hotels Pvt. Ltd.

PARAM KANNAMPILLY
CMD, Concept Hospitality 

Pvt. Ltd.

RATTAN KESWANI
Deputy Managing Director, 

Lemon Tree Hotels
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The shift in focus from luxury hotels 

to mid-market budget hotels in the 

last few years for delivering quality 

service, establishing themselves 

as a key market player, maintaining 

a loyal customer base has opened 

avenues for the hospitality industry. 

Neha Pradhan tries to understand the 

formula for success of budget hotels, 

explores their scope and feasibility, 

guest expectations, policy level 

entrapments and more in Indian market 

Success story of 
budget hotels:  
A balancing act
INDIAN hotel landscape was dominated 

by luxury five-star hotels for a very long 
time. There was a large vacuum in terms of 
quality accommodation between large five-
star hotels and the way-side guest houses. 
With the opening up of the economy towards 
the end of the last millennium, the face of the 
Indian economy changed with large invest-
ments coming in through various sectors, 
including telecommunication, IT, ITES and 
others. Travel within the country increased 
manifold fuelling demand for accommoda-
tion which is value for money but affordable. 
The emergence of nouveau middle class in 
the economy with disposal income, and 
appetite for travel for leisure also created 
demand for quality affordable accommoda-
tion in the country. 

The last one decade saw the rise of many 
budget and economy hotels in the country. 
More than 80 per cent of the growth in new 
hotels were in the budget segment. While large 
luxury brands had the concentration in met-
ros and tier I cities, budgets hotels went to all 
possible locations where there is demand for 
hotels and a captive market. These included 
industrial towns, pilgrim destinations, leisure 
destinations and corporate hubs. 

The Indian domestic players were the first 
lot to recognise the potential in this category 
initially. Indian Hotel Company launched a 
wholly owned subsidiary company Roots 
Corporation to set up ‘Smart Basic’ Ginger 
brand of economy hotels, followed by ITC 
setting up Fortune Hotels for taking up bud-
get hotels under management contracts and 
Sarovar Hotels. 

Viability on home 
grounds
While the emergence of budget and economy 
hotels have opened up choices in terms of 
accommodation for customers at every price 
point, land cost which is viable for budget 
hotels, is still a challenge in the country. The 
answer to which is to invest wisely and give 
the property an infrastructure status. In India, 
“the difference between property rental rates 
for infrastructure sector and other general 
sectors is normally 1.50 per cent to 2.50 per 
cent. Thus, there are visible benefits if the 
sector earns an infrastructure status,” opined 
Harjeet Wasan, Vice President, Tux Hospital-
ity. With plannned massive room capacities 
available in the tier-one and tier-rwo cities, 
making hotel properties as a part of infra-
structurial growth is completely viable.

“One way to make a good return on invest-
ment (ROI) would be to look at the hotel 
business in a different light. This can be done 
by taking a multi use development approach. 
This way, the hotel becomes a part of a larger 
development and costs such as real estate 
cost, construction costs and others are can be 
shared by other investors and make the hotel 
project more viable,” expressed Vilas Pawar, 
CEO, Choice Hotels. Asserting on the fact 
that the mid-market and budget hotels have 
good potential across the country, Wasan 
said, “It is important to have a USP to survive 
any potential excess supply or a downturn in 
the market. So, when it comes to develop-
ing a budget hotel, there is a ‘huge market’ 
available thanks to the booming middle-class 
travellers who have extra income available 

for disposal.”
“Also, the cost of construction for budget 

hotels is much less as compared to luxury 
hotels.Therefore, a wise strategy would be 
there to observe the progress of projects 
under development, as well as demand 
trends, before an investment decision is 
taken,” he concluded. 

Changing face of 
traveller’s expectation
Be it a luxury hotel or a mid-market segment 
or a budget hotel, financial strategising and 
profit management determines whether a 
hotel has crossed the rubicon of charming 
the guest. With the hospitality market head-
ing towards safe and sound shores, the finan-
cial structure of this industry is beginning to 
strengthen again in the country, all credits to 
the domestic traveller who is aware of what 
to expect in a stipulated amount.

Pawar explained, “The expectation of a 
traveller from hotels is quite high.That being 
said, this is fast changing now, as the Indian 
consumer is well travelled and is fast being 
educated on the mid scale hotel concept, 
vis-à-vis the price point versus the services 
that can be expected of them.” So, going an 
extra mile to charm the guest and win them 
over as a loyal customer base, doesnt play the 
trick everytime. Wasan explained that for 
some travellers the hotel’s location plays an 
important role in determining their choice 
for a property while for a select few it might 
be the facilities provided. Hence, stricking 
the right balance between the two is the 
key. “Different visitors have different needs 
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from the hotel and its facilities. We have 
segregated the facilities according to the type 
of room a visitor chooses, but we guarantee 
24 hours efficient service to our guests. The 
main challenge is to satisfy our guests with 
the budget that we have and to make profit 
out of it,” opined Wasan.

Broadening bottleneck 
of policies
In order to facilitate budget hotels, policy 
makers should be vigilant in terms of ‘trans-
parency in land records and transaction 
data, licences and approvals and availability 
of financial options’. The industry is believed 
to stand in the murky waters of policies, thus 
causing a hindrance in property develop-
ment, leading to rise in incurred costs and 
labour. “Availability of low-cost land in 
prime space for development of hotels is a 
major challenge. India is considered to be 
an ideal market for development of budget 
and mid-market hotels given the volumes 
and price sensitivity. In this context, I would 
even advocate that the budget hotels must be 
accorded special status as India needs more 
than 50,000 rooms in this segment to cater 
to their growing middle class,” expressed P K 
Mohankumar, Managing Director and Chief 
Executive Officer, Roots Corporation. 

Another factor hampering the process of 
hotel development, is the time duration. Most 
of the times, the stipulated time during which 
a property is inaugurated get extended, piling 
up the incurred capital costs, labour costs and 
more. “The entire process of opening a hotel 
is very long. It takes a minimum of 24 months 
to open a boutique hotel. In my opinion, the 
approval process should happen within three 
months window period,” opined Wasan.

Aly Shariff, Managing Director and Senior 
Vice President, Operations (South Asia & 
Asia Pacific), Premiere Inn, explained, “The 
finance options available for developing 
hotels in India are restricted to high cost debt 
or in some cases very high return expecta-
tion equity. Both of these have a potential to 
harm an operating hotel especially in a down 
cycle such as is being experienced now.” 

Age-old formula or 
creative strategy

Whether profits are managed through the 
traditional, age-old method of cost-cutting 
or by creative, out-of-the-box strategises, 
hoteliers need to make sure that the costs are 
‘contained’ and expenses are ‘well-thought’ 
right from the beginning. According to 
Pawar, for efficient strategy making tradi-
tionally, one needs to ensure that the cost of 
project during the initial stages of construc-
tion do not cross the allocated budget. This 
holds true especially for hotels in the mid 
scale segment. The hotel project / construc-
tion should be based on the business poten-
tial of the market. 

A nouveau method for maintaining the 
costs is to let the experts handle the situation. 
“It is always advisable to engage professional 

companies to do market survey, plan and 
execute projects,” he added. Also, on one 
hand where budget hotels strive to provide 
the basic amentities in the given costs, sys-
tem maintenance and food and beverage 
is a section that just cannot be neglected. 
Reflecting on the same, Wasan said, “I firmly 
believe that in the hospitality industry the 
maintenance of the system is important 
despite its complex processes as its effective-
ness affects the quality of hotel service. Food 
and beverage also has a significant effect on 
guest’s impression of the hotel.”

Another upcoming trend seen among 
hoteliers is to continue to bring in invest-
ments on the property. Since budget and 
economy hotels have a great potential for 
expansion and business in India, find-
ing business partners who are ready to 
invest can provide great capital returns. 
Commenting on this trend, Premiere Inn 
drew the focus on their plans to follow the 
asset-light route, where 80-90 per cent of 
growth takes place through management 
contracts. “We aim to have 8-10 manage-
ment contract deals per year,” said Shariff.

Future features
The growing awareness among travellers 
for well-maintained budget hotels and the 
industry insiders foretell a positive graph. 
“The next 10 years will see an exponential 
growth in the mid scale segment of hotels 
across the country. From the guest per-
spective, it is going to be a buyers market 
over a sellers market. All in all, a good time 
for the consumer,” said Pawar. 

According to a report by HVS and The 
World Travel and Tourism Council, the 
travel industry in India is expected to reach 
1,747 million travellers by 2021, which will 
require 1,88,500 additional hotel rooms. 
Mid-market hotels will be the driving force 
because they usually have more rooms per 

hotel than a five star or luxury hotel and 
can be built faster and more cost-effective-
ly in multiple micro-markets as well as in 
most tier I, II and III cities, the report said. 
“With India’s rich demographic dividend, 
the generation X and Y accustomed to 
digital and electronic medium, fulfilling 
the exposure would raise expectations that 
are in line with international trends,” stated 
Mohankumar.

Hence, emphasising on the fact that both 
domestic and international hotel chains are 
looking forward for a fruitful experience in 
this segment Shariff exclaimed, “Budget-
economy hotels is a segment which is 
showing a significant increase in spending 
on travel and vacations. Both home grown 
and international players are drawing up 
plans to add more rooms in this segment 
across the country. This is leading towards 
a growing need for affordable yet quality 
hotel rooms, as five star hotels may not 
always be the most viable option. Thus, a 
mid-market hotel will provide an environ-
ment conducive to this segment of travel-
lers.” �

P K MOHANKUMAR
MD & CEO,  

Roots Corporation

VILAS PAWAR
CEO, Choice Hotels

HARJEET WASAN
Vice President,  
Tux Hospitality.

ALY SHARIFF
MD & Sr VP, Operations, 

Premiere Inn
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An online review about a hotel is not just a guest’s feedback on their stay; it is powerful 
communication that is open to all who are looking up your hotel to make a booking decision. 

Shweta Ramsay speaks to industry experts and reveals how Online Reputation Management (ORM) 
has developed into an industry and today plays a key role in increasing a property’s RoI

Wow!
You must 
stay there!

Awesome 
foodHorrible

Oh! 
really? It’s  

fantastic
Dirty

Rethinking Reputation

GONE are the days where 
engaging in reputation 

management was considered 
dispensable. Today, with the rising 
active online audience, hotels are 
engaging in in-depth studies of 
their guests and reputation. ORM 
is all about managing perception 
of the guests. The more satisfied 
guests, the more likely they are to return and 
spend more money at the hotel, as well as 
recommend the hotel to others. Reputation 
has a positive correlation with the hotel’s 
overall Average Daily Rate (ADR) and 
revenue. 

Commenting on the significance of reputa-
tion management today, Mike Kistner, CEO, 
RezNext Global Solutions Pvt Ltd stated, 
“Reputation management has a powerful 
influence on the purchase decision. ORM 
assumes a significant role in building a hotel 

brand. Social media directly influences more 
than 83 per cent of all online bookings and 
49 per cent of guests won’t even consider 
booking a hotel that doesn’t have reviews. If a 
hotel chooses not to respond to reviews then 
they end up not listening to the most impor-
tant person to their business– their guest.”

Internet and social media has empowered 
the consumers with information and changed 
their purchasing behaviour. According to 
a survey by Laterooms.com, 90 per cent of 
travellers would avoid booking hotels labelled 

as “dirty” in online review sites. Inter-
estingly, 79 per cent of people say that 
seeing a response to a negative review 
is reassuring. 

“As more travellers (particularly FIT 
– Free Independent Traveller) research 
hotels before making a booking, it’s 

important for hotels to maintain a good 
reputation so that they don’t lose a 
potential booking to competitors.  With 

travellers ‘instagramming’ themselves and 
checking in on social networking services, 
how a hotel represents itself is merely a small 
fraction of the total content about them,” 
opined Morris Sim, CEO and Co-Founder, 
Circos Brand Karma.

“Hotels need to be aware of the user-
generated content to ensure that their brand 
communications isn’t far from what travel-
lers are sharing to cause a loss of credibility, 
authenticity, and therefore, trust,” he added.

MORRIS SIM
CEO and Co-Founder,  
Circos Brand Karma

MIKE KISTNER
CEO, RezNext Global 

Solutions Pvt Ltd

UDAI SINGH SOLANKI
Chief Technology Officer & 
Managing Director India, 

eRevMax
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Why hire ORM solution 
companies?
Hotels need to take an analytical approach to 
understand their strengths and weaknesses 
as per guests and take an informed approach 
to address these issues. However since guests 
share feedback on various review and travel 
sites – all this valuable information lays scat-
tered and unstructured. It is here that an 
ORM company plays a big role in consolidat-
ing these guest reviews and provides them 
to hotels in the form of structured reports. 
Usually, these tools pull guest feedback from 
various review websites including TripAdv-
sor, Qype, Holidaycheck,Yelp, Expedia, 
Facebook, Twitter etc. Data is then compiled 
together into review reports which include 
guest details (as it appears on the site) along 
with their feedback and the rating they pro-
vide to the hotel.

Elaborating further Kistner said, “There is 
no way hoteliers can manually assemble this 
data to gather intelligence that will help them 
offer better service. An ORM analyses data 
presented in multiple languages and presents 
them in a meaningful manner, which in turn 
is very helpful to hoteliers. They can then 
slice and dice the data and understand what 
triggered a bad review and a good review.”

Review sites have revolutionised the average traveller’s approach to planning 

and booking a holiday. A recent independent study conducted by PhoCusWright 

on behalf of TripAdvisor with 150 million reviews and opinions, revealed 

that more than half of global respondents do not want to make a booking 

commitment until they read reviews and find out what other travellers thought 

about a property. With 260 million unique visitors to TripAdvisor every month, 

hoteliers and other business owners have the opportunity to leverage their online 

presence to enhance their brand’s reputation. 

ThePhoCusWright survey showed that 67 per cent of global respondents consult TripAdvisor 

several times a month. Specifically in India, users exhibit above-average engagement with the site: 

68 per cent of Indian respondents said that they have written a review in the past year because they 

feel they are a part of TripAdvisor’s social community. Furthermore, 25 per cent of respondents in 

India read reviews about 11 or more different hotels before reaching a decision.

Brian Payea, Head-Industry Relations, TripAdvisor for Business shares his insights on the 

importance of ORM, best practices in responding to traveller reviews and how business owners can 

increase their property’s exposure in front of the world largest travel community.

Take Control of Your Online Reputation 

With page views for India accommodations on the rise across all TripAdvisor domains, property 

owners can take control of their online reputation by monitoring their reviews and engaging with 

their past and future guests. One way to engage is through management responses. This means 

these properties have the ability to write responses to their reviews. The problem is that most aren’t 

taking advantage of the valuable opportunity to improve their reputation. 78 per cent of users agree 

that seeing a hotel management response to reviews “makes me believe that it cares more about its 

guests”. This consequently increases the likelihood the user will book a stay at your property: 62 per 

cent of users agree that seeing hotel management responses to reviews generally “makes me more 

likely to book it (versus a comparable hotel that didn’t respond to travellers)”. 

Best Practices in 
responding to Online 
Traveller Reviews

Take the first step in building a positive 

reputation by writing a management response, 

and remember some key strategies to make sure 

you are making the strongest impact:

Respond quickly, to every 
kind of review 

�  Tone is important, whether the review is 

critical or favourable

�  Make note of positive changes

�  Be original

�  Show gratitude, build goodwill

�  Maximise your presence

�  Keep your photos and videos fresh

�  Encourage reviews

�  Highlight key features

Recent study

BRIAN PAYEA
Head-Industry Relations, 
TripAdvisor for Business
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The best way for a hotel to improve is to obtain guest feedback. Unfortunately the existing feedback 

mechanisms are outdated and inefficient. They mainly require guests to tick on some boxes on a 

form. This is where the Engage! Instant Feedback software, designed by British company Luxury 

Academy, promises to revolutionise the collection of real time feedback from hotel and restaurant 

patrons and guests. Engage!Instant Feedback software will be launched in India this April.

This is an affordable and effective instant feedback solution that enables one to collect instant 

feedback from customers and guests. Tablets carrying this software can be placed on the reception 

desk or the lobby. Alternatively, these could be used in restaurants at the time of presenting the bill. 

These could even be used to get feedback from events and meetings by giving them to one’s meeting 

planners before they head out for their meetings.

The efficacy of these tablets is such that it enables one to take remedial measures in real time. 

On receiving a negative feedback, the tablet sends an email to the manager in charge to take speedy 

action. Such real time alerts enable the staff to quickly, effectively and smoothly resolve the problem 

while the guest is on the premises of the hotel and restaurant, thereby not only improving efficiency, 

but also enhancing goodwill.

Engage! Instant Feedback software soon in India

“With online reputation tools, hotels can 
analyse their performance and understand 
customers better. This provides a bird’s eye 
view on the functioning of various depart-
ments in the hotel - thereby helping a hotelier 
to identify strengths and concerns. Further, 
they can access competitor guest review data 
to help develop an informed brand reputa-
tion strategy for better pricing and revenue 
management decision-making,” Udai Singh 
Solanki, Chief Technology Officer & Manag-
ing Director India, eRevMax commented.

Handling the good, the 
bad & the ugly
Reviews influence a potential guest tremen-
dously. A bad review can damage the brand 
image of the hotel. By nature a bad review 
will spread across the online world faster and 
reach several million people. It can influence 
a traveller’s hotel booking decision and they 
may choose not to make a booking at that 
hotel. Winning the trust of that traveller again 
is a difficult task. Similarly, a positive review 
works very well for the hotel. It endorses the 
brand promise and makes a strong recom-
mendation for a traveller evaluating the hotel 
to make a booking. 

“Advanced reputation management systems 
like RateTiger Review use sentiment analysis 
to understand the guest’s emotion towards 
various aspects of the property. Keywords 
relevant to the properties are then identified, 
and ranked based on their popularity, fre-
quency of mentions, and guests’ sentiments 
towards that category. For the hotel, it serves 
as a measurement of guests’ perception 
against intended brand positioning. For the 

marketing team this analysis provides a key 
insight into guests’ preference, which will 
help them customise their promotions to 
have a direct resonance with customer senti-
ment. From the operational perspective, you 
now know the areas you need to address the 
most,” Solanki elucidated.

Last year, RezNext partnered with 
TrustYou, an ORM company for the hos-
pitality industry. Kistner said, “Essentially 
what TrustYou has done is to have built an 
intelligent algorithm that crunches a whole 
lot of data about what people are saying, 
which is referred to as sentiments. The senti-
ments can be what they are saying about the 
rooms, the ambience, what they are saying 
about the price, food and beverage etc. So, 
TrustYou aggregates this information and 
make it highly consumable for a person to 
make a decision.TrustYou also provides a 
TrustScore to a hotel. The TrustScore is basi-
cally the normalisation of all the scores from 
across 250 online review sources. It is the only 

agnostic scoring model that pulls together a 
rating from different sources. TrustYou pro-
vides hoteliers a single dashboard to access 
their reviews, and respond back as well.”

Effect on ROI
Some critics have indicated that Social Media 
makes Reputation Management more com-
plex and that it slows down the RoI.

“A strong visible position on guest review 
websites indicate that your Price Quality 
Index is working well, that will enable you 
to make the right pricing decisions based 
on RevPAR performance. This will allow the 
hotel to flex their rates based on a number 
of pricing strategies depending on booking 
levels,” stated Solanki.

As we move towards the age of consumer 
controlled brand conversations, hotels need 
to integrate customer feedback into their 
business approach and strategy planning. 
Ignoring the power of social media would be 
suicidal for hotels. �
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Hospitality Biz is a monthly news & analysis 

magazine reporting on and for the Indian 

hospitality industry.

This magazine has a holistic focus and it 

streamlines news and analysis relevant to 

this industry in a crisp format. The magazine 

also has a combination of current news 

stories across each of the industry’s verticals 

backed by analysis and perspective.

www.hospitalitybizindia.com is India’s 

only live news online portal (with hourly 

updates), which provides quality 

information to hoteliers and industry 

consultants. Launched in December 2007, 

this comprehensive website helps you 

source information, news, views, analysis, 

trends, features and best practices in the 

Indian hospitality industry.

INDIA.COM

Look no further for the
Best in Hospitality News

For further information, drop us a mail on 

MUMBAI
Nilesh Argekar: nilesh.argekar@saffronsynergies.in | 098676 10986

Millind Pandhare: millind.pandhare@Saffronsynergies.in | 098208 47292

NEW DELHI
Umesh Sharma: umesh.sharma@saffronsynergies.in | 098107 02275

HYDERABAD
Y S Venkatswamy: ysvenkatswamy@gmail.com | 099897 50306

FOR  SUBSCRIBTION
Rameshwari Salunkhe: rameshwari.salunkhe@saffronsynergies.in | 022- 67121875
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Adyar Ananda Bhavan:  
House of Exclusive Indian Sweets

THREE Decades ago a small sweet 
shop started by Late K.S.Thirupathi 

Raja in the then Metropolis of Chennai, 
India, has now flowered into seventy seven 
branches covering the length and breadth 
of Chennai city, its neighbouring places 
such as Kanchipuram, Erode, Madurai, 
Trichy, Coimbatore,Tirpur and the states 
of Karnataka, Pondicherry and Delhi. 
Today Adyar Ananda Bhavan Sweets and 
Snacks is synonymous with commitment 
to quality and high degree of professional-
ism and use of state of the art technique in 
the manufacture of sweets, savouries and 
snacks.

 The growing number of branches of the 
concern speaks volumes about hygine and 
service rendered by the organisation and 
the trust and reliability that the custom-
ers have reposed. Adyar Ananda Bhavan 
Sweets and Snacks caters to all sections 
of the public, in India - be it the melting 
mysorepauk of South or the multi variety 
sonepapdi of the North or the mouth 
watering rasagolla of East or the ever green 
dry fruits of the West - Adyar Ananda 
Bhavan Sweets and Snacks is the pioneer 
in the manufacture of such sweets in the 
rich tradition of the respective regions.

Deciding to expand business prospects, 
Late K.S.Thirupathi Raja opened Srinivasa 
Sweets in Bangalore in 1976 and Washer-
manpet, Chennai in 1977. The driving 
force behind the concern now is the two 
brothers K.T. Venkatesan and K.T. Srini-
vasa Raja to whom the baton of rich sweet 
tradition has been passed on by their late 
father K.S.Thirupathi Raja. Booming busi-
ness encouraged the trio to open the next 
outlet in Adyar in 1988, thus name Adyar 
Ananda Bhavan had emerged. 

M/s. Adyar Ananda Bhavan Sweets 
India Pvt Ltd., is now well established 
and firmly in saddle as one of the leading 
exclusive sweets and savouries and also in 
restaurants in south India. �

Ananda Bhavan Sweets India Pvt Ltd., started it’ s first outlet  three decades ago, in 
Washermenpet. This has now bloomed into 77 Branches across India.

 Tamil Nadu  53 Branches in Chennai, Cuddalore, Kanchipuram, Salem, 

Coimbatore, Madurai, Trichy, Erode, Thirupur, Hosur, etc. 

Karanataka 21 Branches in Bangalore

New Delhi  Two Branches In Greenpark and Karolbagh

UT of Puducherry One  Branch

AWARDS
Best South Indian Tiffin Award

Times Food Award
King of Sweets Award

Achievers Conclave Award
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Associations of India (FHRAI), the apex trade association for the Hospitality Industry in India. SIHRA’s Membership comprises 
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�  The Kerala Hotel & Restaurant Association, Kochi

�   The Andhra Pradesh Hotels Association, Hyderabad
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Dr M Venkada Subbu, Executive 
Committee Member, SIHRA and 
President, The Tamil Nadu Hotel 

Association, presided over a function 
where Rs five-lakh-worth of assistive 
and mobility aids, writing tables and 

tricycles, were distributed among 
differently-abled children. The function 
was attended by Chief Guest, Thiru. M 

Ramasubramani,  
IPS - I.G. Central Zone;

            Dr N Subbaiah, IAS - District 
Collector - Thanjavur District;

Thiru G Dharmarajan, IPS - S.P. - 
Thanjavur District; 

Thiru R Srinivasan, Present - State 
Secretary; D Srinivasan, Honorary 

President; and Thiru.B.G.Subramaniya 
Sharma, District President

K Syama Raju, President, 
SIHRA, thanks 

V K Prasad, GM,Vivanta 
By Taj, Coimbatore, for 

hosting the EC members 
of SIHRA






